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Student e-mail addresses 
to change this summer 
University to receive 
student server, local 
access for internet 
By ANDREW RODGERS 
Staff writer 
Eastern students who have 
memorized their e-mail addresses 
may be frustrated to learn that 
after July 1, they will need to 
learn a new one. 
Effective July 1, Eastern will 
switch all student e-mail accounts 
from the current student server, 
Educational Computing Network, 
to a new one that will be kept on 
Eastern's campus. 
Dave Henard, associate vice 
president for Information 
Technology Services, said there 
are a number of reasons for the 
university to change servers. 
future network trouble shooting 
easier. 
Eastern now pays about 
$250,000 a year to ECN to use 
the network, Henard said. After 
July 1, that money will go toward 
the new on-campus server and the 
software, fac ulty training and 
hiring of two or three additional 
support staff members for 
computer services. 
Henard said he is committed to 
making the changeover fit 
completely within the current 
budget. No additional student 
money will be needed, he said. 
Some of the parts of the new 
on-campus system have already 
been purchased from various 
companies. Additional software 
and equipment will be purchased 
over the next few months. 
changeover will far outweigh any 
problems there might be. 
Moore said students' user 
names won ' t change , and 
everyone will still have an 
account, but the domain address 
will be changed. 
She said the university has not 
decided if Eastern automatically 
will switch student files to the 
new server, or if students will be 
required to do it. 
Moore said the immediate goal 
of the change over is to be able to 
create as little inconvenience for 
students as possible. 
The changeover is still in the 
development stage, and not many 
details are available about the 
logistics of the switch. 
"It ' s been talked about for a 
long time," said Moore. "We just 
know it's coming." Wrong move 
ANNA BETZELBERGER!Staff photographer 
He said switching to an on-
campus server would increase the 
file transfer speed and make 
While the change over may 
cause confusion among some 
people, both ECN User 
Coordinator Janel Moore and 
Henard said the benefits of the 
The Falll996 "User's Guide to 
Computing Resources" said in 
See E-MAIL page 2a 
Stephanie Buryett, a sophomore music education and psychology majors, 
puts a sign on a wall Thursday night in Lawson Hall indicating that 
different sexual orientations can cause higher or lower risks of AIDS. 
CHET PIOTROWSKI JR./Photo editor 
Bonnie Buckley a representative from SA CIS, Sexual Assault Counseling and Information Service speaks to less than 10 
people in McKinley Hall Thursday evening. 
Alcohol, sexual assault intertwine 
By DEANA POOLE 
Activities editor 
The correlation between alcohol consumption and sexual 
assault has become more prevalent, especially at Eastern, a 
speaker said Thursday night. 
"Sexual assault and alcohol are pretty close and 
intertwined," said Bonnie Buckley, a representative from the 
Sexual Assault Counseling and Information Service. 
Buckley's speech was sponsored by Eastern's Health 
Services and McKinney Hall and was held in conjunction 
with AIDS Awareness Week. 
Seventy percent of sexual assault offenders at Eastern and 
66 percent of victims had drank alcohol prior to the incident, 
Buckley said. 
She said students under the influence of alcohol tend to 
have slower reactions during situations. 
"If someone's drunk they are in a more vulnerable 
position ... they don't realize it until it's too late," she said. 
see ALCOHOL page 2a 
Many believe 
Heiple should 
quit his post 
By JESSICA BAKER 
Administration editor 
Many faculty members and students on 
campus say Illinois Supreme Court Chief 
Justice James D. Heiple should step down 
from the court because he used his position 
to get out of paying for traffic tickets. 
Tricia Naese, a junior social science major, 
said Heiple should step down as chief justice 
because he is letting his position go to his 
head. 
"He is using his power in the wrong way," 
Naese said. "I think he is using his position 
to work for himself." 
Last Thursday, the state Judicial Inquiry 
Board filed a complaint saying that Heiple 
allegedly used his position as chief justice to 
get out of paying traffic fines four times, 
according to the Jan. 28 addition of The State 
Journal-Register. 
Rachel Siler, a junior political science 
major, also said Heiple should step down 
fi·om his position. 
"A position like (Heiple's) is a matter of 
integrity," said Sara Leimbach, a junior 
journalism major. "I think he betrayed the 
trust of citizens who hired him for the 
position." 
Leimbach said former President Richard 
Nixon also used his position to get what he 
wanted and he stepped down, so should 
Heiple. 
The Illinois Courts Commission, will hear 
the complaint and can levy punishment 
ranging from a reprimand to a removal from 
the bench if they find Heiple guilty, 
see HEIPLE page 2a 
Woodyard remains 
in critical condition 
CHICAGO (AP) - State Sen. 
Harry "Babe" Woodyard 
remai ned in crit ical co nditi on 
today after surgery to correct a 
weake ned blood vesse l, a 
University of Chicago Medical 
Center spokesman said. 
The Chrisman Republican had 
a five-hour operation Tuesday to 
correct an aortic aneurysm, hos-
pital spokesman John Easto n 
said. 
Doctors do not know when 
Woodyard might be able to leave 
the hospital because the surgery 
is so serious, Easton said. 
An aortic aneurysm is a weak 
spot in the body 's main artery 
which can cause death within 
minutes if it ruptures . Woodyard, 
66, had emergency surgery on an 
aortic aneurysm in 1993. 
Woodyard , 66, was a state 
representative for eight years 
before being appointed to the 
Senate in 1986 . He chairs the 
Senate Executive Appointments 
Committee and is a former 
chairman of the Agriculture and 
Conservation Committee. 
Indictments made for robbery 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - One of the nation's leading white 
supremacists and four others were indicted Thursday on charges of con-
spiring to rob seven banks in the Midwest to bankroll their movement. 
Mark Thomas, leader of the Aryan Nations in Pennsylvania and a 
minister in the white supremacist Clu·istian Identity Movement, recruit-
ed gang members at his home in Macungie, a sma ll town near 
Allentown, the indictment said. IKUYA KURATA/Staff Photographer 
Three others named Thursday were charged last year with robbing 22 
banks of $250,000 over two years as members of the self-proclaimed 
"Mid-Western Bank Bandits," also known as the Aryan Republican 
Army. 
Child care 
Althea Pendergast (left), president of Citizens Against Child Abuse, and Kathy Davis, a representative of the 
organization, discuss information about the child welfare system with about 30 residents and students 
Thursday night at Wesley United Methodist Church. 
ALCOHOL E-MAIL ji-om page one 
from page one use." connection altogether." 
Regardless if the offender had 
consumed alcohol prior to the 
assault, the incident is stil l the 
offender's fault. 
1975 the Board of Governors cre-
ated the ECN to provide "a state-
of-the art telecommunications and 
computing service for the stu-
dents , faculty and staff' for the 
five BOG schools. 
Over the last few months, some 
students have experienced prob-
lems with the server. 
West said he wouldn' t mind the 
trouble of learning a new e-mai l 
address if it meant easier access to 
the Internet. " I think it will be 
more convenient," he said. 
Committee in the BOG Room in 
Booth Library. Murphy will dis-
cuss the technical specifications 
of the new se rver as wel l as 
answer technical questions about 
the changeover. Students are wel-
come to attend. "Under the law there is no justi-
fication for sexual assault," she 
said. "If someone is sexually 
assaulted it is always the fault of 
the offender." 
Buckley also discussed a drug 
that was brought to the U.S. in the 
1990s, Rohpnol. 
The guide said the ECN server 
was designed to provide "access 
to the Internet ... and computer 
services in statistics, program-
ming languages and database 
" I have troubles getting con-
nected to the system," said Rob 
West, a graduate speech comnm-
nications major. "Sometimes I get 
interference ... and there have 
been times when I've been in the 
middle of something and lost my 
At 2 p.m. Feb. 7 , Brian 
Murphy, computer services man-
agement systems manager, will be 
giving a presentation to the 
Academ ic Technical Advisory 
News and information about 
the changeover to the new server 
will be posted at (http: //ww-
w.eiu.edu/~webdoc/migration). 
Rohpnol , also known as the 
"date rape drug," acts as a tranquil-
izer and is medically used as a 
sleeping pill. 
Buckley said 30 minutes after a 
person takes the drug, he or she 
will enter a semi-conscious state. 
"(People will have) vety litt le or 
no recall of what happens," she 
said. 
She also said the drug is illegal 
in the United States and no cases of 
Rophynol use on campus have 
been reported. 
"It 's not safe anymore to leave 
your drinks alone and go off danc-
ing," she said. 
Buckley also said some students 
on campus intentionally get a per-
son drunk so they can sexually 
assault them. 
"It is sick, but it happens on tlus 
campus," she said. 
HEIPLE fi-ompageone 
according to the Jan . 24 addition of the 
Chicago Tribune. 
Lt. Gov. Bob Kustra Monday wrote a letter 
to State Supreme Court Justice Moses W. 
Harrison, who is the commission's new chair-
man, saying that the state constitution should 
be altered to replace the Courts Commission 
as the body that disciplines judges, according 
to The State Journal-Register. 
The Illinois Constitution established the 
Courts Commission, which is made up of a 
Supreme Court justice, two appellate and two 
circuit judges. 
According to the Chicago Tribune , the 
inquiry board began investigating Heiple, of 
Peoria, after he was atTested last January dur-
ing a traffic stop in Pekin, where he lived at 
the time. 
As part of a plea bargain, Heiple was con-
victed of disobeying police and speeding and 
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was fined $200. 
The traffic stops occurred between 
November 1992 and January 1996 in Mason 
City, Creve Coeur and Tazewell County. 
Peter Voelz, a journalism ethics professor, 
said Heiple should step down because he is 
giving the Illinois Supreme Court a "bad repu-
tation." 
"I think he isn ' t a good role model," Voelz 
said. "I believe he should be held to a high 
standard instead of a low one just because he 
is a chief justice." 
Richard Wandling, an associate professor of 
political science, said he doesn't think Heiple 
can improve his reputation. 
"I think there wi ll always be an aura of sus-
picion and distrust toward Heiple," Wandling 
said. "The longer he stays in office, the more 
turmoil the Illinois Supreme Court will be in. 
"It doesn't look very ethical to have an 
Illinois Supreme Court judge introducing him-
self to the law as 'Judge Heiple' when he is 
pulled over by police," Wandling said. 
James Tidwell , a communication law pro-
fessor, said Heiple shouldn ' t be required to 
step down because he didn 't do anything that 
bad. 
"I think there might be an ulterior motive to 
get Heip le to step down ," Tidwell said. 
"Heiple wrote the court's opinion of the Baby 
Richard case, and many people didn ' t agree 
with him, so this could be a reason why peo-
ple don ' t want him on the bench." 
Wandling agreed that a large pru1 of the a.J1i-
mosity toward Heiple is because of the deci-
sion toward the Baby Richard case. 
" Heiple was the author of the (Baby 
Richard) decision, and he was interpreted by 
some people to have made inflammatory com-
ments to the case's ruling," Wandling said. 
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There's always great savings 
at the Union Bookstore 
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UB Committees make 
annual budget requests 
to Apportionment Board 
Three committees requests 
more than $65,000 for budgets 
By ROB STROUD 
Staff writer 
The Apportionment Board 
Thursday heard budget requests 
from six Univers ity Board com-
mittees. 
Three UB co mmittees -
Comedy, Human Potential and 
Special Events - each requested 
a more t han $4 ,000 increase 
from their budgets from this fis-
cal year. 
Comedy requested $27,900, 
an increase of $5 ,0 I 0 ; Human 
Potential requested $16,350, an 
increase of $4, 150; and Special 
Events requested $23 ,330 , an 
increase of $4,150. 
UB Comedy Chair Cy ndi 
Walker said the increase to the 
comedy budget was to help 
ensure better quality acts. She 
said the nearly $28 ,000 would 
cover a series of ten comedians 
for next year. 
"Consistency is really impor-
tant when you are planning 
things ," Walker said . She said 
Eastern students expect to see 
consistently good performers at 
a regular night in a regular loca-
tion. 
Human Potential Committee 
member Tricia Hersey received 
the most questions regarding the 
budget request. The committee 
is requesting $5 ,897 to bring the 
AIDS Quilt to Eastern. 
Hersey sa id bringing the 
AIDS Quilt to Eastern wil l give 
the university national attention 
and raise the campus' awareness 
of AIDS. The AIDS Qui lt is a 
national symbol of the suffering 
of AIDS victims. 
Specia l Eve nts Chair Julie 
Ferris said much of her budget 
increase would go to providing 
Star Wars (PG) Daily 4:00,7:00 
10:00 Sat Sun mats 1:00 
Jerry Maguire(R) Daily 5:15 
8:15 sat Sun mats 2:00 
The Relic(R) Daily 4:45,7:15 
9:45 sat Sun mats 2:15 
Meet Wally Sparks(R) Daily 4: 
7:30,9:50 Sat Sun mats 1 :30 
First Strike(PG13) Daily 4:15 
6:45 Sat Sun mats 1 :45 
Fierce Creatures (PG 13) 
Daily 9:00 only 
One Fine Day (PG) Daily 4 :45 
7:15,9:40 Sat Sun mats 2:15 
Beverly Hills Ninja (PG13) 
Daily 5:45,8:00,10:15 
Sat Sun mats 1:15,3:30 
Scream(R) Daily 5:00,7:45 
10:1 0 Sat Sun mats 2:30 
Free Reiill on Popcorn (J Soft Drinks! 
' ' Consistency is 
really important 
when you are planning 
things." 
-Cyndi Walker 
UB Comedy Chair 
prizes for next year's 
Mastercard Acts program. 
The program is a nati onwide 
talent search sponsored by 
Mastercard. Farris said the pro-
gram was a success at Eastern 
this year. 
"We were the biggest show in 
the country," Ferris said . 
Graphics Chair Sean Hamann 
presented a $540 budget, which 
wou ld update the UB computer 
software. The request is a $390 
increase. 
"Our computers have the only 
software (on campus) that has 
not been updated in four years," 
Hamann said. 
Members of the Homecoming 
Committee requested a $50 
increase, making their total bud-
get request $8,100. 
The Summer Committee bud-
get request remained at $1 ,200. 
The s ummer enterta inm ent 
committee plans to sponsor one 
program in June and one pro-
gram in July. 
AB Chair Lance Phillips said 
the AB has $295 ,000 in student 
activity fees to allocate between 
the UB , the St ud ent Senate , 
Dramatic Performances , th e 
Division of Sports an d 
Recreation and themselves. The 
boards have requested $380,979 
in their budgets, whi ch means 
the AB must cut $85,979 from 
the requests. 
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor 
(left) Cyndi Walke1; a comedy coordinato1; and Ryan Willerton, a graduate advis01; submit their budget to 
the Apportionment Board Thursday night in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King University 
Union. 
Students, community urged to read, 
give tribute to African American books 
By DEANA POOLE 
Activities editor 
Students an d community 
members can participate in a 
nation wide reading Monday to 
pay tribute to African American 
literature. 
The reading will be held at 6 
p.m . Monday in the Effingham 
Room of the Martin Luther King 
Jr. Un iversity Union. Everyone 
is encouraged to attend. 
"Eastern is part of a national 
chain ... th e goal is to have a 
million people reading African 
American literature at the same 
time of the same day," sai d 
Theresa Kanoza, assistant pro-
' ' Eastern is part of a national chain ... the goal is to 
have a million people reading African American liter-
ature at the same time of the same day." 
-Theresa Kanoza 
assistant professor of English 
fesso r of English. 
Kanoza said there will be a 
broad samp lin g of African 
American literature read. 
Participants can either read a 
piece or just listen to others pre-
sent, she said. 
She also said some materials 
will be ava ilable but people can 
bring pieces of literature they 
want to read. 
The reading wi ll be he ld to 
pay tribute to African American 
li terature in conj unction with 
Afr ican Amer ican Heritage 
Month. 
Corrections ________________ -==---
A story in Thursday 's ed iti on of The Daily 
Eastern News incorrectly stated Charleston City 
Council candidate Robert Thomas would not com-
ment for the article. 
Another Robert Thomas was contacted for the 
story, not the one running for city counci l. The 
News regrets the error. 
llf-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-... ~~ * Congratulations Alpha Sigma Alpha on an *. ~~ 
~~ d d ~I ~~ outstan ing aca ernie semester!! t: 
~~ ~ I ~~ ~ I ·~ 3 O 3 49 Stephanie Freer Merideth Smietanski Sarah Kiernan ~~ ~~ • • • ~I ·~ Lisa Gordecki Jori Smith Erica Locker ~~ 
•· Joey Basile • 1 ~~ Megan Hansen Barbi Smyser Bridget Neumann ~: ~~ Reagan Branham Sarah Hester Amanda Stablein Karen Reyff t: 
.~ Laura Breuer ~~ H Julie Johnson Lynda Surane Jamie Rohr ~~ ~~ Jessie Bristow Suzi Kamensky Heather Szurgot Janah Sudduth ~: ~~ Wendy Brown Laura Ann Kellerman Kara Twenhafal Christine Swanson t: ~~ Nicole Casavechia ~: 
•· T . Cl'ff d Amy Kosifas Erin Wesley Aimee Weglewski • I H rac1 1 or ~~ 
•· Heather Landsaw Joy Zilvar Jana Wendling • I ·~ Kim Conner ~~ ~~ Ronda Coston Missy Maddox Marissa Zolna Angie Whitlow ~: 
~~ Lisa Danielson Julie Marcel 3.50-3.99 4.0 ~~ 
• · Lisa Nonneman · 1 ~~ Joyln Daugherty Janelle Bailey Laura Bobek ~~ 
•· Tricia Oliver • I ~~ Terri Deutscher Sarah Pelz Liz Bold Donna Cuisia t: 
~~ April Donnelly Jaynie Doerr Vicky Myers t: ~~ Meg Farrell Renee Ryba Kim Harris Lisa Scanlan t: 
.~ . Molly Schlitz ~~ ·~ Kim Fetzer Kristen Hayek Mallory Scrivner ~~ 
•· Paige Shields • I ~~ Heather Fishbein Sheri Hesker Sarah Weber t: .~ ~ Carlye Slechta ~ ~~ 
~~ ~ ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA t!!. ~ ~ 
j~ ~ I 
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Student Action Team 
should continue its 
efforts in Springfield 
Writing letters to legislators in Springfield 
is a good way for students to get Eastern's 
voice heard. 
But students lobbying in Springfield is still 
more effective. 
Brian Anderson, student vice president for 
public affairs, said the Student Action Team 
last week decided to start a letter-writing cam-
paign to legislators in 
Ed • t • J Springfield. I 0 ria He said writing letters 
is as effective and costs 
less than sending students to Springfield. 
While purchasing a stamp for 32 cents cer-
tainly is less expensive than filling a car with a 
few gallons of gas to get to Springfield, writ-
ing a letter certainly can't compare with the 
knowledge the Student Action Team will gain 
when its members lobby in Springfield. 
The main reason why the student action 
team travels to Springfield is to let the legisla-
tors know students are concerned about 
Eastern's welfare. 
When the Student Action Team went to 
Springfield last December they met with Gov. 
Jim Edgar, who said he was glad to see stu-
dents getting involved with his alma mater. 
Student Action Team members spoke with 
representatives Mike Weaver (R-Ashmore) and 
Babe Woodyard (R-Chrisman) about tuition 
increases and Eastern budgeting. 
The results from the meeting may never be 
noticeable from a financial standpoint. 
But the experience the students gained from 
lobbying in Springfield is immeasurable. 
For some of these students, the lobbying 
experience was their first step in the political 
world. 
Other Student Action Team members 
already had been involved in the political 
world, and the lobbying trip gave them more 
expenence. 
Anderson said that the letter-writing cam-
paign would not necessarily mean that the 
Student Action Team would not lobby in 
Springfield. 
He needs to make sure that the students still 
go to Springfield as representatives of Eastern 
and of higher education as a whole. 
'' today's quote 
Public opinion is stronger than the 
legislature, and nearly as strong as 
the Ten Commandments. 
-Charles Dudley Warner 
- - r- - . - - • • . - ·-. . . - .. 
Reggie White has achieved 
much more than a Super Bowl 
Championship ring. 
He has achieved the opportuni-
ty to tell people about his rela-
tionship with God. 
White, an outspoken Christian 
who is a defensive lineman for 
the Green Bay Packers, has told TRAVIS SPENCER 
the public about his faith in God Regular columnist 
-and hasn't been ridiculed. 
In fact, the Baptist minister has 
been interviewed on national 
television networks and for print publications purposely 
about his faith . White was given the opportunity to share 
what his life is like as both a professional football player 
and as a minister. 
Most importantly, the media and public have not por-
trayed White as a religious extremist who has lost track of 
reality. 
Nicknamed the Minister of Defense, White has earned 
the respect of being both a vocal Christian and a successful 
football star. 
"It 's amazing how everyone has accepted him," said 
Eastern cross country coach John Mcinerney, who is facul-
ty adviser of Fellowship of Christian Athletes. "It 's good 
he 's getting a chance to take a stand for God." 
High school, college and professional athletes across the 
nation are being encouraged by White to do the same. 
Christian athletes, as well as those Christians in other pro-
fessions, look to White's boldness as a good example. 
Christianity often tends to be an unpopular faith in soci-
ety. But this doesn't bother White. 
Even though people believe outspoken Christians are a 
bunch of wacko nuts who love to tell people they are going 
to hell, White displays a new perspective on being a 
Clu·istian. 
He simply is a great football player who also has a close 
relationship with God. He doesn 't scream at people on the 
street corners, he doesn 't threaten to bomb abortion clinics 
and he doesn 't go around calling people sinners. He just 
.--· -------
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and public have 
not portrayed 
White as a 
encourages people to form a rela-
tionship with God. 
And since he has become such 
a "superstar" on the field, he also 
has become a role model to other 
athletes. 
And he 's not alone. Many ath-
letes are stepping up and letting 
people know that being a 
Christian is not crazy. 
religious 
extremist who 
has lost track of 
reality." WBA Boxing Champion Evander Holyfield definitely is 
an athlete who isn ' t afraid to tell 
people God is a top priority in his life. 
After defeating Mike Tyson last year, the only words 
Holyfield could express to reporters was his thanks to God. 
" I want to thank Jesus Christ my savior," he told 
Showtime reporters. 
Holyfield and White are two outstanding examples of 
how not to be afraid of society. They are willing to put 
their faith in front of their pride and self image, and they 
care less what the rest of the world thinks of them. 
"Guys are more wi ll ing to step out and take a stand," 
said Mcinerney in reference to college and professional 
athletes expressing their faith in God. "Many guys are get-
ting encouraged by these professional athletes." 
Being a Christian should not be embarrassing. Like 
White and Holyfield, Christians should take the opportuni-
ty to express their beliefs. 
"(White) doesn 't pray after the game for the cameras," 
Mcinerney said. "He gets people together after games 
because its important to him. It 's not for show." 
White is an exceptional athlete. He's strong enough to 
rip off a quarterback's head. He's strong enough to lead a 
football team to the Super Bowl. And he's strong enough 
to stand up against the majority of society and call Jesus 
Christ his savior. 
- Travis Spencer is editor in chief and a regular colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is 
cutss@bgu.edu. 
Arizona State Prison 
inmate requests letters 
to cure his loneliness 
your turn lonely, and the company through some correspondence could go a 
long way to change a lot of that. 
Dear editor: 
I am seeking correspondence. I'm 
not looking for anyone particular to 
write to , just anyone that would be 
interested. 
I don 't get much mail , and the 
mail I do get is usually from the 
courts and generally bad news, so 
it 's just like not getting any mail at 
all , or worse than getting any 
depending on how you look at 
things. 
Anyway, if you could run this 
with the letters to the editor for me, 
I would really appreciate it: 
Male prisoner on Death Row at 
the Arizona State Prison would like 
mail from anyone that would like to 
write. I am without family and have 
been in this cell for almost a dozen 
years already. I would like corre-
spondence from anyone who has the 
time to write letters and would enjoy 
receiving letters from me in return. 
This life has been a hard and 
lonely one, and I would be grateful 
for any company anyone would care 
to give. 
I will answer all letters written to 
me and to those who do write , 
please feel free to talk about or ask 
whatever you are curious about. 
Being a condemned prisoner, J am 
kept strictly isolated and locked in 
my cell, I am not allowed to work to 
get money for stamps , so if you 
could send some, it would be a big 
help to me. 
Anyone interested please write: 
Michael Correll #5 1493 
Arizona State Prison 
P.O. Box 8600 
Florence, Arizona 85232 
I really do appreciate any help 
you can give me on this matter. 
Life on Death Row can get pretty 
Michael Correll 
Arizona State Prison inmate 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages letters to the editor concerning 
local, state, national or international 
issues. 
Letters should be less than 350 
words. For the letter to be printed, the 
name of the author, the author's 
address, telephone number, year in 
school and current major must be 
included. If necessary, letters will be 
edited according to length and space 
at the discretion of the editorial page 
editor or editor in chief. 
Anonymous letters will not be 
printed. 
If a letter has more than three 
authors, only the names of the first 
three will be printed. 
L e t y o u r v o i c e b e heard . E - m a i I u s a t cutss@uxa . ecn . bgu . edu 
City commissioner hopefuls 
focus on community, campus 
By JODI SMITH 
Staff writer 
Improving community and campus relations is one 
Charleston City Council candidate's goal if he is cho-
sen in the April Municipal elections. 
Robert Thomas, a building service worker at Eastem 
and president ofLocal 981 , said he decided to run after 
being confronted by Eastern faculty and community 
members. 
"When r was a student, I fell in love with the com-
munity," Thomas said. 
Thomas, who raised his family in Charleston, said 
he believes the community and Eastem need to come 
together. 
"EIU is impottant to Charleston," Thomas said. "We 
need to cater to each other." 
Keeping the community a safe place to raise a fami-
ly is one of Thomas' objectives. 
Thomas also said focusing on keeping old business-
es alive should be as impmtant as bringing new busi-
nesses into the city. 
He said a city commissioner should make himself 
available at all times and almost be 'on call' when prob-
lems arise. 
"We need someone who is committed to doing the 
job," Thomas said. 
Commissioner Greg Stewart is running for his sec-
ond term on the city council and is anxious to work 
under the new fonn of govemment. 
"It's an exciting time with the city's new form of 
govemment," Stewart said. 
Stewart said he suppmts the change to the city man-
ager fonn of govemment. 
"It's a change for the good," said Stewart, "It gives 
(Charleston) the opportunity to grow." 
Stewart said he thinks the city manager fmm will be 
a "definite challenge," but if elected, he hopes to help 
make the transition smoother. He also thinks the new 
form of govemment wi ll make being a commissioner 
easier. 
If re-elected, Stewart also wants to try and enhar1ce 
economic growth in Char·leston. 
Commissioner John Winnett is running for his sixth 
term on the city council. Wirmett said he did not have 
any specific goals he would like to see accomplished if 
re-elected, but thinks it will be different to work under 
the city manager fmm of govemment. 
ln the past Charleston has had three city administra-
tors who had powers similar· to a city manager's, but 
did not have all the authority of a true city manager. 
"That is a heck of a lot of work for one man," 
Winnett said. "I hope this one works out." 
Eleven candidates are running for city cmmcil. This 
is the last of three stories profiling the candidates and 
what they hope to achieve if elected. 
Since there are 11 candidates, a primary election will 
be held on Feb. 25 to nan·ow the field down to eight 
candidates. 
The election will be held in April. 
CAA approves many courses 
By SONYA HARRIS 
Staff writer 
major were a result of the new 
courses that were added to the 
department's cuniculum. 
course proposal for senior semi-
nar EIU 4068C - Starting a 
Business. 
~~~ 22.0Z 
~ lJ LITE BEER 
®~~ROLLING 
lJ ROCK 
WHILE THEY LASt 
EARLY, MISS 
THE LINE 
~:m VODKA 
lJ MIXERS The Council on Academic 
Affairs Thursday approved addi-
tional courses to the 
geology/geography department, 
the Fami ly Consumer Service 
department, and the Management 
department. 
Alan Baharlou, chair of the 
geo logy/geography department, 
said the department wanted to 
integrate their program as much 
as possible. 
A new course also was added 
to the Family Consumer Service 
department, FCS 3750 
Physiological Nutrition, which 
will be offered in spring 1998. 
Stephen Hogan, associate pro-
fessor of accounting and finance 
department, said the course, intro-
duced as a senior seminar, will 
not be just for students who major 
in business. 
STIJ'S TIP FOR THE WEEKEND: RIDE STIJ'S 
HEEL -TOE EXPRESS, YOUR BOOTS WERE 
MADE FOR WALKING. 
The CAA approved courses in 
the geo logy/geography depart-
ment, GEL 3425 - Engineering 
Geology, GEL 3500 
Volcanology an d GEL 4335 -
Environmental Geology. 
Geology 4335 will be offered 
in the fall of 1997 and geology 
3500 will be offered in the spring 
of 1998. 
The revision of the geology 
minor/ major and geography 
A revised course outline was 
approved for FCS 4 750 -
Advanced Human Nutrition, to be 
changed for the spring prerequi-
sites. 
The CAA tabled the course 
JOU/SPC 3953 - Sports and 
Media. 
CAA members denied the 
"We want to make it more 
appealing to non-business 
majors," Hogan said. 
CAA member Bill Addison 
said he would have supported the 
proposal if the course was not 
offered as a senior seminar·. 
The CAA approved the propos-
al for EIU 4067C - Evol ution, 
God, ar1d Ethics and MGT 4330 -
E ntrepreneurial Law as new 
courses to be added to Eastern's 
catalog. 
Ready 
for the 
Job Fair? 
5 men indicted in bank robberies 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - One of the nation's leading 
white supremacists and four others were indicted 
Thursday on char·ges of conspiring to rob seven banks 
in the Midwest to barlkroll their movement. 
The name of the fifth suspect, Michael W. Brescia, 
24, has surfaced during the investigation into the 
Oklahoma City bombing. 
If not, Copy Express can help! 
IS 0/o OFF All Resume Services 
Mark Thomas, leader of the Aryan Nations in 
Pennsylvania and a minister in the white supremacist 
Christian Identity Movement, recruited gang members 
at his home in Macungie, a small town near Allentown, 
the indictment said. 
Three others named llmrsday were charged last year 
with robbing 22 banks of $250,000 over two year·s as 
members of the self-proclaimed "Mid-Westem Bank 
Bandits," also known as the Aryan Republican Arm y. 
The gang's alleged ringleader, Peter Langan, 38, is 
standing trial in Columbus, Ohio. 
He once lived with a Getman citizen whom Timothy 
Me Veigh tried to call 12 days before the terrorist 
attack. 
U.S. Attorney Michael R. Stiles said Thursday's 
bank robbery conspiracy indictment was not connected 
to the Oklahoma investigation. 
Sti les said the five suspects split the proceeds fi·om 
the seven robberies among themselves and conttibuted 
a share to Thomas for their self-styled organization. 
Authorities said Thomas did not pmticipate in the rob-
beries. 
The five face up to five years in prison if convicted. 
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RHA seeking 
ideas for a 
future retreat 
Students told to be more cautious 
Location, activity 
suggestions wanted 
By KRISTOPHER JONES 
Staff writer 
Residence Hall Association President 
Matt Donoho Thursday encouraged members 
to see the new RHA Secretary Amanda Perry 
about ideas for the upcoming retreat. 
Perry is gathering suggestions for where 
to hold the event and activities to plan. 
In other RHA business Thursday: 
• RHA members continued working on get-
ting an oral bid to bring the Illinois 
Residence Hall Association, a housing and 
organization conference, to Eastern in 1998. 
• RHA also put together a team of its own to 
represent them at the Hall Feud, a residence 
hall version of the game show "The Family 
Feud." 
"It's kind of a fun way to get the whole 
school involved in competition with each 
other," said Donoho. 
• McKinney Hall said they installed a sug-
gestion box at the Gregg Triad desk so stu-
dents can express concerns to their RHA rep-
resentative about problems within the hall. 
• Lawson Hall representatives reported that 
they put up a bulletin board in the lobby. The 
board is titled " It 's Your Day." Each day, 
Lawson will cut out and paste on the board 
the name of several Lawson residents. Then 
residents can write on the board and wish the 
students a good day. 
Also during the meeting three new stu-
dents were named as representatives of their 
respective halls. They were: Heather 
Raphael of McKinney Hall; Jason McCool 
of Stevenson Hall and Shelly Ottensmeir of 
Lincoln Hall. 
RHA will meet again at 5 p.m. Feb. 6 in 
the Taylor Hall Lobby. 
$175 ALL, 
1 SEATS 
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Downtown Charleston • 345-9222 
By DONNA CUISIA 
Staff editor 
Students who monitor who they let 
into their homes can help prevent local 
crime police officers say. 
"Particularly in this college town, 
people just open their doors to anyone," 
said Charleston police officer Jerry 
Woods. " Students don't think of the 
strangers they're letting into their 
homes. Students may be a little too trust-
ing." 
Allowing strangers into houses and 
apartments, such as at parties, gives oth-
ers the chance to look at the belongings 
or valuable property in the house and the 
entrances to the house, Woods said. 
Concerns were prompted after six 
Eastern students last week were held at 
gunpoint at the apartment of Tony 
Evischi, 1402 9th St. Three men with 
handguns stole $300 at approximately 
I 0:53 p.m. Jan . 22. 
" I fe lt helpless," Evischi said. "There 
was someone standing there with a gun 
and nothing I could do." 
Since the incident, Evischi said he and 
his roommates are very cautious about 
locking their door, even when they are 
home. He said they also ask who is at the 
door before they open it to anyone. 
Early in the fall semester, Woods 
headed a door-to-door safety program 
for off-campus students. The program, 
sponsored by the Charleston Police 
Department, suggested, and now stress-
es, that people lock their doors , even 
when they are at home. 
Students also should avoid yell in g 
"come in" when some is knocking at the 
door. "If someone's there to rob you or 
beat you up, it gives them free access," 
Woods said. 
" When I was going door-to-door, 
about 35 to 40 percent of the people 
ye lled 'come in ' when I knocked ," he 
said. "I'm positive they don ' t do that at 
home." 
People should record the serial num-
bers off of valuable property to help 
police track stolen property, Woods said. 
If an item does not have a seria l number, 
John TrlMllta 
Michael (PG) 
Daily 6:45,9:15 
l.ocMed It 4th & Lincoln 
vocrou from ... rd .. 's) 
11 charged with alcohol violations 
By ROB STROUD 
Staff writer 
Nine Eastern stud ents a nd two 
Univers ity of Illinoi s students were 
charged with alcohol- related crimes 
this week. 
Brittney E. Reeg , 19 , of Greek 
Court ; Paula J. Heap , 19 , of 526 
Lawson Hall ; an d Victoria Lynn 
Nol an , 18 , of 471 Hopkins Ha ll , 
Champaign were charged at 11 p .m. 
Jan. 24 with the purchase/acceptance 
of alcoho l by a minor and the fre-
quenting of a licensed premises , 
police reports stated. All three were 
charged at Ike 's, 409 Lincoln Ave. 
Gina Marie Davy, 19 , of 1430 
Ninth St.; Bryan Keith Beverly, 19, of 
309 E. Chalmers , Champaign; and 
Kara J. Dohman, 18, of 175 Lincoln 
Hall were charged at 11 :50 p.m. Jan. 
24 with the purchase/acceptance of 
alcohol by a minor, frequenti ng a 
licensed premises and mi srepresenta-
tion of age by a minor, police reports 
stated. All three were charged while 
at Marty's, 1666 Fourth St. 
Shara Christine Barlage, 18, 510 
Carman Hall, was charged with driv-
ing under the influence of alcohol, 
consumption of alcohol by a minor, 
possession of false identification, 
operating an uninsured vehicl e and 
people can engrave a name or a social 
security number in the item, he said. 
" A lso engrav in g is a deterrent; it 
makes it difficult to sell items to pawn 
shops," Woods said. 
Woods said last week 's armed rob-
bery/home invasion situation has forced 
some people to be more cautious. 
"This situation brings an awareness 
that even though it 's a small rural com-
munity, things can happen," he said . 
"There seems to be a feeling of comfort 
and there shouldn't be. There are victims 
in Charleston." 
improper lane usage, at 1:17 a.m. Jan. 
24, police reports stated. 
The police report stated that two 
other people in Barlage ' s care , 
El izabeth, J. Suerdick, 18 , of 510 
Carman Hall and Vanessa N. Aceto, 
18, of 511 Carman Hall, were charged 
with cons umption of a lcohol by a 
minor. 
Loren D. Monroe, 21 , 1532 Second 
St., was charged with driving under 
the influence of alcohol at 1:06 a.m . 
Jan. 30, police reports stated. 
Dale Eugene Jenkins, 17, of 505 N. 
Division St. , was charged with the 
purchase/acceptance of alcohol by a 
minor and the possession of tobacco 
by a minor at 5:30p.m . Jan. 24, 
police reports stated. 
In other city and campus news: 
Lisa M. Konrath, 22, of 2222 Ninth 
St. , reported that the left, front tire of 
her 1990 Hyundai Excel was slashed 
between 9 p.m. Sunday and 1:30 a.m. 
Monday while it was parked at her 
residence. The tire was val ued at $45. 
Konrath and her roommates, Cheryl 
A. Ryder, 21 and Tracey L. Martin, 21 
also reported to police that someone 
damaged their door and broke the 
dead bolt between 1: 10 and 3:40 a.m. 
Saturday. Nothing inside their apart-
ment was taken or disturbed, police 
report stated. 
Tdris Osei-Agyeman, junior marketing 
major, said he was s urpri sed to hear 
about the robbery in this town and so 
close to campus. 
" I ' m from around Chicago so it's a 
habit (for me to lock the doors)," Osei 
Agyeman said. "But something like this 
doesn ' t affect everyone." 
Police still are investigating the case, 
and Woods said there is no further infor-
mation to release about the investigation. 
"There is only so much information 
regarding the investigation that we can 
release," he said. 
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State officials see pay increase 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Many Illinoisans worry 
about inflation slowly eating away at their salaries, but 
not top state officials. 
5 percent. 
The automatic increase was approved to solve a 
long-running problem. 
They get an automatic cost-of-living increase - 2.9 
percent this year. 
Legislative raises were lumped in with raises for 
j ud ges , agency di recto rs and oth er offic ia ls. 
Lawmakers often would not support raises for fear of 
angering voters, but that meant other officials also 
went without raises. 
That means an extra $1 ,364 a year for the average 
lawmaker, the Illinois comptro ller's office sa id 
Thursday. The base salary for lawmakers climbs fi·mn 
the cun·ent $47,039 to $48,403. In the end, judges were making far less than the 
lawyers appearing in their courtrooms, and agency 
directors made less than their assistants. 
Other state officials benefit, too. 
The governor, for instance, will get a $3,568 raise, 
pushing his salary to $126,590 when the increase takes 
effect July 1. The prisons director gets a $2,941 raise, 
to $104,369. 
Annual increases were promoted as a way to keep 
up with inflation even if larger raises were few and far 
between. 
Top state officials have been getting automatic 
increases since 1991. The raise is based on a federal 
study of salary increases among state and local gov-
ernment workers. The annual increase cannot top 
It also gave lawmakers a chance to get a cost-of-liv-
ing raise without having to vote on a pay increase and 
face public wrath each time. They can still vote on pay 
raises in addition to getting cost-of-living increases. 
Book tells of sexual assault case 
against late Cardinal Bernardin 
CHICAGO (AP) -A fellow 
priest encouraged a dying man to 
target Roman Catholic Cardinal 
Joseph Bemardin with a sex-abuse 
lawsuit in 1993, the Chicago cardi-
nal writes in a posthumously pub-
lished memoir. 
Accuser Steven Cook, who had 
attended St. Gregory Seminary in 
Cincinnati when Bernardin was 
archbishop there, recanted the alle-
gations against Bernardin in 
Februaty 1994. 
The priest sa id today that he 
spoke with Cook only once and 
never urged Cook to target Bern-
ardin. But he acknowledged he still 
believes there was substance to 
Cook's allegations against the late 
cardinal. 
" I categorically deny that f had 
anything to do with his fi ling the 
Ia uit naming Bernardin,' the 
Rev. Charles Fiore said . "Do I 
be lieve Cardinal Bernardin was 
guilty? Yes." In "The Gift of Peace, 
Personal Reflections," Bernardin 
writes of his reconciliation with 
Place an ad 
In 
the 
Cook during an emotional meeting 
in Phil adel ph ia the fo ll owing 
December. There, he writes of 
Cook's confinning his suspicions. 
Cook related that as a young 
seminarian he had been sexually 
abused by a priest. Later, a lawyer 
put him in touch wi th a priest irt 
another state to advise him spiritu-
ally. 
"Although Steven was pursuing 
a case only against his seminary 
teacher, his priest adviser began 
menti oning me, Cardi nal Bern-
ardin, suggesting that, if I were 
included in the case, Steven would 
surely get back what he wanted 
from the Church. This 'spiritual 
guide ' pushed my name, urging 
Steven to name me along with the 
other priest in the legal action. He 
also urged Steven's mother to coop-
erate in this plan, sending her flow-
ers as patt of his effort to persuade 
her to support Steven 's action ." 
Fiore said Cook, working through a 
mutual acquaintance, had contacted 
him two days before the lawsuit 
was filed because of Fiore's previ-
ous work with victims of sexual 
abuse by priests. 
"The laws uit was obvio usly 
underway long before," Fiore said. 
"He asked me a number of ques-
tions strictly as a priest. I answered 
his questions. These matters are 
secret." Fiore, now of Lodi, Wis. , 
said he knew Bernardin only casu-
a lly, and tha t the ir diffe rences 
stemmed fi·om Fiore's conservative 
views on abortion and other sub-
jects. 
Earlier in the book, Bernard in 
says he had suspected that Cook, an 
AIDS patient who has since died, 
might have been "a pawn in this 
terrible game." 
But although he knew he had 
critics, Bemardin says, " I could not 
imagine who would resott to these 
tactics to hann me.' 
Bernard in did not identify the 
priest except to say he was the 
same one who said on a Chicago 
radio talk show that he believed the 
cardinal was guilty. 
~~ 
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The Women of 
Alpha Phi 
would like to congratulate 
their 1997 officers 
President 
V.P. of Member Recruitment 
Director of Formal Rush 
Director of Map 
Panhellenic Delegate 
Jeanne Schuld 
Michelle Shahin 
Michelle Shahin 
Lisa Bedo 
Janel Kupfershmid 
V. P. of Program Development Jen Ashby 
Director of Scholarship Jen Edwards 
Director of Member Development Kathy Kooy 
Director of Member Education Bridget Hartman 
Chaplin Jen Kurth 
Marshal Holly Bush 
Gaurd Kelly Martin 
Historian Paula Heap 
Director of Music Stacey Sutter 
Director of Chapter Events Stacey Whitcomb 
V. P. of Chapter Operations 
Director of Finance 
Director of Administration 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secratary 
Assistant Treasurer 
V.P. of Marketing 
Director of Philanthropy 
Director of Alumnae Relations 
Director of Campus Activities 
Director of Publicity and Advertising 
Natural Ties 
Carrie LeBarge 
Sarah Casio 
Jill Bruggeman 
Andrea Herzog 
Angela Gburec 
Lindsay Longtin 
Keri Cronkite 
Stacey Larson 
Abi Smith 
Sarah Terborg 
Erin Foyle 
Heather Myers 
UPS packages arrive defaced 
NEW YORK (AP) - In a case 
taking on the outlines of racial 
harassment or corporate extot1ion, 
someone is sending prominent 
black people United Parcel Service 
envelopes defaced with bigoted 
messages. 
UPS executives say they didn 't 
know the dozen next-day air 
envelopes had passed through their 
system in December and January 
until contacted this month by The 
Associated Press. 
The envelopes were sent to the 
Washington offices of two Chicago 
congressmen, Jesse Jackson Jr. and 
Bobby Rush; to the New York City 
home and office of New York State 
Comptroller H. Carl McCall; and 
to former Assistant U.S. Attorney 
for Civil Rights Deval Patrick. 
Police say at least three other 
people received defaced UPS 
envelopes, but would not release 
the names. 
After looking into the com-
plaints, UPS insisted none of its 
339,000 employees was involved 
and suggested it may be an extor-
tion scam. 
The criminal investigation , 
meanwhile, involves at least four 
states and the District of Columbia; 
law enforcers working on it range 
from local police to the FBI bias 
crimes unit. 
"This case has brought us in all 
sot1s of different directions," said a 
spokesman for the New York State 
Police, who asked not to be identi-
fied by name. 
UPS said its tracking system -
so sophisticated that commercials 
boast it can tell whether a person 
who signs for a package dots his i 's 
- missed the scrawled words "nig-
ger" and "niggers day." Envelopes 
travel with labels up, and the slurs 
were written on the undersides, 
said UPS spokesman Ken Sternad 
at headquarters in Atlanta. 
The flurry of mailings coincides 
with a nationwide class-action law-
suit against UPS by black man-
agers who contend they're passed 
over in pay and promotions. In 
addition, black UPS employees in 
California have complained of 
harassment by supervisors. 
UPS says it tolerates no work-
place discrimination, and that the 
envelopes were sent by someone 
"using race and our service as a 
cover for another potentially illegal 
activity," Sternad said. 
He said UPS had traced many, if 
Cigarette labels may be misleading 
BOSTON (AP) - Smokers inhale more tar and 
nicotine from light and ultra- light cigarettes than 
numbers on the packs indicate, according to a 
study done for the state. 
Packs of Marlboro Lights, for example, indicate 
a smoker will ingest 10 milligrams of tar and 0.8 
milligrams of nicotine with each cigarette smoked. 
The tests for Massachusetts indicate smokers 
could get from 18 milligrams to 36 milligrams of 
tar and from 1.2 milligrams to 1.8 milligrams of 
nicotine, depending on how deeply and frequently 
they puffed . 
Packs of Camel Lights indicate smokers will get 
9 milligrams of tar and 0. 7 milligrams of nicotine 
per cigarette. 
The tests for the state indicate those figures 
could be from 19 milligrams to 35 milligrams of 
tar and from 1.3 milligrams to 2 milligrams of 
nicotine per cigarette. 
"This data shows that when the consumer picks 
up a cigarette that is labeled ' light, ' it is like 
someone buying skim milk and not knowing that 
it is whole cream," said Jack E. Henningfield, an 
associate professor at John Hopkins Medical 
School. 
Henningfield, who edited the 1988 U.S. surgeon 
general 's report on nicotine addictions , was in 
Boston to testify today about the findings at a 
state Department of Public Health hearing. 
David H. Remes, a Washington lawyer who rep-
resents four major tobacco companies, disputed 
the findings . 
He said machine tests of cigarettes do not accu-
rately measure the amount of tar and nicotine 
every smoker will inhale. 
"Machine tests are only capable of showing 
what the machines receive," he said. "Everybody 
smokes differently. Even the same person doesn ' t 
smoke the same way all the time ." Remes said 
tobacco industry ratings are based on a Federal 
Trade Commission system that was established in 
1968. 
30 people rescued from frozen lake 
SANDUSKY, Ohio (AP) -
Thirty people became stranded on 
ice floes while ice fishing on Lake 
Erie today and had to be rescued, 
the U.S. Coast Guard said. 
Petty Officer Paul Calvey said 
no one was injured. He said the 
rescue operation took about two 
hours. 
The floes were about a quarter 
mile from Catawba Island on the 
southeast edge of the lake . 
Catawba Island is about 40 miles 
east of Toledo. 
The Coast Guard used heli-
copters from Detroit and ice res-
cue boats from Marblehead , 
Calvey said. Fire officia ls from 
Catawba Island also helped. 
Calvey said baskets were low-
ered from helicopters to lift peo-
ple into the helicopters. Only three 
people could be transpmted in a 
helicopter at one time. The people 
were being taken to Keller Airport 
on Catawba Island. 
He said that most of the people 
were ice fishing. The area of the 
lake is a magnet for fans of the 
sport , attracting hundreds of 
anglers on the weekends. 
The rescue was reminiscent of 
an incident in Canada earlier this 
month, in which military 
he li copters and police boats 
plucked more than 350 people 
from Lake Simcoe north of 
Toronto after a 20-mile-long crack 
opened in the ice. 
Wrong turn lands plane in the mud 
port. NEW YORK (AP) - A work crew pulled an Air 
China j umbo jet out of the mud this morning, nearly 
10 hours after it made a wrong turn and got stuck 
after landing at Kennedy Airport. 
Flight 981 from Beijing was taxiing to the tenni-
nal at the time, she said. A stair truck was sent for 
the 199 passengers and 23 crew members. 
No one was injured when the jetliner tumed off 
the runway Wednesday night and became firm ly 
lodged in a muddy strip between runways moments 
after landing. 
Workers managed to pull the plane from the mud 
and were expected to tow the aircraft off the runway 
later today. 
"The plane is out of the way of traffic and causing 
no delays," said Port Authority Sgt. William Korbul. It was unclear why the plane made the turn, said 
Terry Benczik, spokeswoman for the Port Authority 
of New York and New Jersey, which runs the air-
The Federal Aviation Administration and National 
Transportation Safety Board are investigating. 
North Carolina city in state of disarray 
PRINCEVILLE, N.C. (AP) -
More than a century after 
Princeville was founded by freed 
slaves, their descendants are 
ashan1ed to think of the mess it's 
become. 
Sewage leaks into neighbors' 
yards. Garbage is picked up just 
once a week. Law enforcement is 
often left to the county since there's 
only one police officer. Worst of 
all, Princeville 's finances are in 
such disarray that the state will 
probably seize control of its books 
next week in the frrst such takeover 
in Nmth Carolina history. 
"To me, it is an embarTas ment 
the way things are going on," said 
Emma Wilkins, 50. "Our forefa-
thers fought too hard a11d too long 
to establish this town to come down 
to this." The town commissioners 
in this community of 1,900 are 
grappling with a $712,000 budget 
that is $124,000 out of balance. 
The disorganization is obvious: 
Princevi lie doesn 't have accurate 
addresses for four-fifths of its water 
and sewer customers. And its tax 
collection rate is miserable: 52 per-
cent of its residents had paid their 
taxes by the end of the fiscal year, 
compared with a statewide average 
of97 percent. 
While state officials and some 
residents say Princeville's financial 
problems have been around for a 
while, many point their fingers at 
town manager Char·les Tillman. 
Novella Tucker, 66, complained 
that her January water and sewer 
bill was nearly $140 compared with 
about $21 in December, and said: 
"That's what Tillman is charging. 
He picks up anybody to read the 
meters." Tillman has managed to 
hold onto his office since 1995 
despite his being charged with fail-
ure to perforn1 his duties. Among 
other things, he is accused of can-
celing municipal employees' health 
insurance and funneling the money 
into the town coffers. He is await-
ing trial. 
The Illinois Institute of Art 
"0teatio.e ~ 5.wt ~ .M.uul6." 
We offer degrees in: 
Computer Animation• 
Interior Design 
Multimedia 
Fashion Design• 
Graphic Design 
Fashion Merchandising 
•now available i n the evening 
t' ~• I I t 11 d a ~ 
Chicago Campus 
Apparel Center 
350 North Orlcuw; 11136 
Chicnto, lllinoi.1 (J06:'i4 
(BOO) 351-3450 
Schaumburg Campus 
Chechnya's status in question 
GROZNY, Russia (AP) -
Chechnya's new president is pre-
pared to meet Russian leaders 
within weeks to discuss the status 
of the Muslim republic, but his 
spokesman predicted Thursday 
the two sides would remain dead-
locked. 
Asian Maskhadov, who won a 
landslide victory in Monday ' s 
election, says he already consid-
ers the southern territory to be an 
independent state, albeit unrecog-
nized by Russia and the rest of 
the world. 
~A•••o•r 
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Russia says it will not allow 
Chechnya to secede, although it 
has withdrawn all its troops and 
has virtually no control over the 
republic's internal affairs. 
"We will be ready to meet with 
Russia very soon," Maskhadov 's 
spokesman Mayerbek Vach-
agayev said in an interview with 
The Associated Press. "But we 
don't think Russia will propose 
anything new, and we won ' t have 
any change in our position." 
" Since 1991 , we have main-
tained that we are independent, so 
we won't need much time to pre-
pare for these talks," he said. 
In Moscow, President Boris 
Yeltsin ' s spokesman, Sergei 
Yastrzhembsky, said the Kremlin 
is prepared for a dia logue with 
Chechnya, but only to discuss its 
status within Russia. 
Healthy Yeltsin seen on Russian TV 
MOSCOW (AP) - President Boris Yeltsin was 
shown on television today working in the Krem lin 
for the second time this week in an apparent sign 
his health is improving. 
Yeltsin looking better in life than in recent TV 
broadcasts. 
Five seconds of footage broadcast by Russia's 
independent NTV network showed Yeltsin smiling 
broadly as he greeted the country ' s constitutional 
court chief. 
" I was glad that the president looks better in life 
than on television. The illness, however, is still giv-
ing its signs. He has lost weight. But I think he 's 
looking good," Tumanov told NTV. 
The press service said Yeltsin signed the forest 
code parliament approved earlier this month, laying 
out regulations for the use and protection of 
Russia 's vast forests. 
Yeltsin, 65 , looked slightly hunched but appeared 
to be moving easily as he walked to his chair. 
"He ' s gaining. It 's obvious from his mood and 
activity," Yeltsin's press secretary, Sergei 
Yastrzhembsky, told the ITAR-Tass news agency. 
It was on ly Yeltsin ' s third appearance at his 
office since he dropped out of public view Jan. 6 
and was admitted to the hospital two days later with 
Yeltsin 's trips to the Kremlin should temporarily 
ease the political clamor over his extended absence 
and dampen speculation that his health has wors-
ened. 
He was shown on television Tuesday, trimmer 
and more vigorous-looking than in earlier appear-
pneumonia. ances. 
Yeltsin met for just over a half-hour with court There was no word when Yeltsin would make a 
chairman Vladimir Tumanov, who said he found public appearance or meet with the media. 
Bulgarian police bust CD smugglers 
SOFIA, Bulgaria (AP) -
Customs officers seized 36,000 
compact discs found stuffed in 
the ceiling of a passenger train 
bound for Moscow on Thursday, 
the official BTA news agency 
said. 
The seizure was by far the 
largest of three in the past two 
days. European trade officials say 
production and smugglin g of 
music discs in the Balkan country 
costs the recording industry mil-
lions of dollars a year. 
Customs officers said neither 
the train crew nor passengers 
knew anything about the discs, 
and that an investigation had been 
begun into a suspect who was not 
identified. 
The discs were found as the 
train was crossing the border 
from Bulgaria to Romania. 
Smuggling has increased rapid-
ly in recent months, customs offi-
cials say. Bulgaria 's high inflation 
makes goods cheap for people 
with foreign currency, and they 
can make enormous profits by 
smuggling them out of the coun-
try and selling them elsewhere. 
On Wednesday, customs offi-
cers on the Bulgarian-Yugoslav 
border seized 3,000 CDs con-
cealed in a secret compartment of 
a Czech -registered bus , and 
another 675 hidden in a train 
bound for Budapest. 
Bulgaria is a major producer of 
compact discs , but has been 
sharply criticized for not imple-
menting strict copyright rules. 
Last year the International 
Federation for the Phonographic 
Industry estimated that European 
record companies were losing 
about $100 million a year because 
of Bulgarian piracy. 
Complaint sends thousands rioting 
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) -Thousands of 
Muslims ransacked churches, banks, shops and cars 
Thursday after a Chinese Christian trader reportedly 
insulted Islam by complaining about loud evening 
prayers, police and witnesses said. 
came out of mosques and homes after morning 
prayers and went on a rampage. 
Four churches, dozens of shops, two banks and a 
Chinese temple were ransacked. The mob also stoned 
and wrecked 18 cars, setting fire to some of them. 
Police repotted no casualties and said the violence 
was brought under control after three truckloads of 
troops armed with automatic weapons moved into 
the town of Rengasdengklok, 30 miles east of 
Jakarta. 
Smoke billowed from one church that was set 
ablaze, said Joko, a nearby resident. The troops set 
up road blocks on main streets, warning citizens to 
stay away from the stricken area, he said. 
Joko said the riot apparently was set off by a 
rumor that a Chinese shopkeeper, a Christian, had 
complained about the loud prayers at a mosque in the 
evenings. It was not clear if the trader actually made 
the remarks. 
Police Sgt. Jumhalim said the unidentified Chinese 
trader sought pol ice protection after the mob set fire 
to his home and shop. No one has been arrested, said 
Jumhalim, who like many Indonesians uses only one 
name. 
Witnesses told The Associated Press that thou-
sands of angry Muslin1s armed with stones and sticks 
The etlmic-religious riot is the latest in a series of 
clashes in the past few months between the two com-
munities. 
Gandhi's ashes sunk for Indian ritual 
ALLAHABAD, India (AP) -
Chanting Hindu prayers, Mohan-
das Gandhi ' s great-grandson 
tipped a copper urn filled with the 
last remains of India' s indepen-
dence leader into the Ganges 
River on Thursday, 49 years after 
his murder. 
Tushar Gandhi , sitting cross-
legged with his wife and two chil-
dren , ferried the urn on a barge 
decorated with flowers and 
draped with India's national col-
ors. Priests and senior Indian 
politicians stood behind him, their 
hands fo lded in deference. 
In a 20-minute ritual, Tushar 
Gandhi put holy water, milk , 
sweetmeats, fruits and flowers 
into the urn before tipping the 
gray ashes into the Ganges. 
Devout Hindus believe imm-
ersing the ashes into a sacred 
river ensures eternal peace for the 
soul. The confluence of the 
Ganges and the Yamuna at this 
central Tndian town is considered 
one of the holiest sites in Hindu-
ism. 
Gandhi , known as the Maha-
tma, or great soul, was assassinat-
ed Jan. 30 , 1948 , by a Hindu 
fanatic who opposed his acquies-
cence to India 's partition and the 
creation of Pakistan. 
His ashes were divided and 
sent to all the states of India to be 
scattered in rivers. For unex-
plained reasons, the urn that went 
to the state of Orissa was instead 
placed in a bank safety deposit 
box in Cuttack, 1, 100 miles 
southeast of New Delhi. 
The urn ' s discovery led to a 
court battle by his great-grandson 
for the right to dispose of the 
ashes. 
It also prompted much reflec-
tion on Gandhi 's message of non-
violence, secularism and simple 
living, and the place in Indian his-
tory of the man still called " the 
father of the nation. " " I wou ld 
like to focus the attention of the 
country on Gandhi's ideals," said 
his 37-year-old great-grandson, a 
graphic designer from Bombay. 
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CoEd National Honors Fraternity 
Phi Siqma Pi 
K u s H D A T E 
February 3 • 6:00 • 8:30 grand ballroom 
February 4 • 6:00 • 8:30 effingham room 
February 6 • 6:00 • 8:30 grand ballroom 
Need GPA of 3.0 and Semester hours 15-95 
Any Questions? Call Mark at 348-5025 
OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT INC. 
1408 SIXTH STREET 217/345-6533 
Now Leasing for '97 - '98 
>Oldetowne Apts. >Heritage Apts. 
>Polk Ave. Apts. >4th and Buchanan 
> 1420 6th St. Apts. 
Warnt Up With 
s 
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345-4743 3W Lincoln 
r--------------------, 
: I Large I Topping : 
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•Free Pepperchinis f1 Garlic Butter Upon Request• 
• 
Carry Out or Delivery 
Same Low Price! 
jazz is Back! 
The Gordon 
Jackson Trio 
w/ Gordon Jackson, 
Diane Sharp, 
Mark Maegdlin, 
and special guests 
FREE SHOW 6-10 pm 
509 Van Buren 345-2380 
AT: PANTHERS 
9:30 pm - 3:00 am 
Open Fri., Sat., 
Nights . 
348-0288 
18 to enter 
SURPRISE 
YOUR 
FRIEND! 
Place a 
BIRTHDAY AD 
with a 
PHOTO AND 
M SSAG 
in 
The Daily 
Eastern 
News 
(Deodli ne: .2 Business Da,JS 
Before Ad is lo run) 
Bubba Wells leads Austin Peay 
to Eastern for OVC match up 
By JOSH HARBECK 
Associate sports editor 
Austin Peay has several things 
going its way. 
The Governors are the defending 
Ohio Valley Conference tourna-
ment champions. 
They are currently on a three-
game winning streak, and have 
won seven of their last eight 
games. 
And they have Bubba Wells 
back in their line up. 
We lls, the leading returning 
scorer in the nation this season, had 
sat out the beginning of the season 
with an injury. But be is back in the 
lineup and his average is back to 
more than 30 points per game. 
" Wells is a great player and be 
adds 30 points or so to our offense 
each ni ght," Aust in Peay head 
coach Dave Loos said. 
Wells will bring his 30 points 
and the Governors will bring their 
7-3 OVC record into Lantz Gym 
Saturday. 
T he Panthers and Governors 
have met once this season. It was 
the conference opener for Eastern, 
and Eastern was rudely introduced 
to the OVC. 
Even without Bubba, Austin 
Peay won the game 85-69. 
"Our team played well against 
Eastern, and it was the best game 
we played all season w ithou t 
Wells," Loos said. "How this game 
wi ll wash out with Wells in the 
lineup is anyone's guess." 
Panther head coach Rick 
Samuels agreed with Loos. 
"He's (Bubba) a great player and 
they beat us without hin1," he said. 
"Austin Peay's win against us the 
f irst time was by far the ir best 
game they have played all year and 
they were without Bubba." 
Since that game, the Panthers 
have gone 7-1 in conference, and 
have taken over first place. 
"They are a much better team 
than they were earlier in the year," 
Loos said. " I think the last time we 
played them, they were coming off 
a long layoff, and it was their first 
game in the OVC, so that probably 
played a part in how our first game 
with them went." 
With th eir 71-68 loss to 
Tennessee-Martin Thursday, the 
Panthers failed to piece together a 
two-game winning streak. 
Eastern had just come off a road 
trip on which the team went 2- 1, 
including a 65-61 win at Southeast 
Missouri Saturday. 
As for A ustin Peay, the 
Governors have had time off since 
a 99-82 win over Morehead State 
Monday. 
With Wells back to his old scor-
ing form, Austin Peay is a threat to 
explode offensively. 
Lady Govs loom before Eastern 
By DREW GRANGER 
Staff writer 
The Eastern women 's basketball team will play host 
to the La dy Govs of Aust in Peay at 4:30 p .m . 
Saturday in Lantz Gymnasium. 
The Lady Panthers will tty to bounce back after los-
ing Thursday to the 4-6 Lady Skyhawks ofTennessee-
Mrutin. 
Despite the loss, Eastem wi ll remain in fourth place 
in the Ohio Valley Conference. Austin Peay (7-3) cur-
rently sits at thil·d place in the conference. 
This will be the second and final regular-season 
meeting of the two tean1s. In the first game the Lady 
Panthers fe ll short, losing at Austin Peay 80-62. It was 
the first Ohio Valley Conference game of the season 
for the Lady Panthers, the second for Austin Peay. 
" Well, Austin Peay wi ll put a more experienced 
team on the floor," Eastern Head Coach John Klein 
said. "A team that plays much more consistently." 
Both teams will be kicking off the second half of 
their conference season witl1 Satw·day's game. 
Austin Peay won its first meeting with Tennessee-
Mrutin, 78-60. 
Austin Peay 's junior forward /center Amanda 
Behrenbrinker leads the team in scoring for the sea-
son, but senior guard Simone Caldwell has played 
well against OVC opponents. 
While Behrenbrinker has scored 355 points to lead 
the team with an average of 18.7 points per gan1e for 
the season, Caldwell has hit for 198 points against 
OVC foes. Caldwell is averaging 19.8 ppg against the 
ovc. 
The Lady Panthers ' scoring leader is junior forward 
Barbora Garbova. Garbova has scored 273 points this 
season. Against conference foes, Garbova has scored 
151 points. 
Klein thinks the Lady Panthers will need their best 
effmt if they are to beat the Lady Govs. 
"They are physically stronger in the post than we 
are," Klein said. "And they have some good back 
court players, so we' re going to have to just be like, 
completely at the top of our game to be in a position 
to w in that game. When you really get down to it 
that's what you have to be game in and game out. You 
have to be on the top of your game, there are no 
gin1mes." 
Klein also doesn't see any weak spots in the Austin 
Peay gan1e. 
"There's nothing we can take advantage of with 
Austin Peay," he said. "They' re strong inside they're 
strong outside. They can press. They can go half court 
effectively man to man. They can run the ball. They're 
great on the offensive boards. They do a wonderful 
job of executing in their half colll1 offense. They ' re 
probably one of the more solid teams in the league." 
Weekend Specials At MONEY'S LOW 
AND YOU WANT TO 
GO OUT? 
YOUR 
LANDLORD'S 
BEGINNING TO 
JERRY'S PIZZA 
& PUB 
SCREAM & 
SH<>UT? 
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT 
YOU NEED TO DO, 
ONE AD IN THE 
DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
CLASSIFIEDS 
WILL MAKE MONEY 
FOR YOU! 
CALL 581-2812 
WE DELIVER 
CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN 
345-2844 
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345-211 5 STATION: ORDER NEW CD'S 
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Dance Par-.:Y 
All Weekend Lonat 
Drink Specials 
~'il ~® 16oz. Bud Light, 
Ll Miller Lite, Drafts 
~~ ~~ Bar Mixers 
Dinner Specials 
Friday 
Steak & Shrimp Dinner 
Saturday $6·95 
~ ~ 'il ~~ Jello Shots _r-Express~ L,! 
8oz Ribeye, Baked 
Potato, Salad, Vegetable 
$6.95 Lunch 
Dan, llo Cover • :145-7849 
(J~eeC ~~~c~·~e:J-Made by Hand • Delivered Free 
Rich Liqueur Flavored Chocolate Cakes $16.95 
Amarelto & Almo1l~f, Malibu Rum & Coconut 
Assorted French Chocolate Truffles $14.50/lb 
Gratul Mar11ier, French Vanilla Mocha, Burgu11dy Cherry 
Hand-Dipped Chocolate Strawberries $10.95/lb 
RED HOT Cinnamon Cookies 2 Dozen $ 7.50 
Valentine's Day Sweets elegantly boxed, 
wrapped, & delivered to your Valentine 
or you, to deliver personally. 
CALL (217) 345-6229 
For Valentine's 03)' t>cli\•ef")' (or any special occasion) Place 
order b)' Feb. I 0 to guaranree \~Ientine's Day Delivery. 
DAll.Y KNEADS BREAD CO. 
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND! 
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a 
PHOTO AND MESSAGE 
The Daily Eastern News 
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run) 
HOW TO EAT A LABAMBA BURRITO: 
l.Go to the bars and party. 
2. Run to LaBamba. 
3. Order a Burrito 
(a super if you are really hungry!) 
4. Rip it open. 
5. shove the whole thing in your 
mouth. 
6. Belch really loud!! 
7. Go to sleep dreaming about the 
Burrito man! 
~ 
t . .att L~~' a~~,c~ 
OPEN 11:00A.M. 1415 4TH STREET 
AFTER THE BARS CLOSE! 348-0911 
BURRITOS AS BIG AS YOUR HEAD!!_, 
Happy 5 th Anniversary 
~ar ~0f~sWna& 
Thanks to a ll our customers tor your 
support and fri endship to make 
Shea r Profess iona ls such a success! 
Come in a nd select a coupon with 
your purchase for Anniversary 
discounts thru 2/8/97 
503 Buchanan 345-4449 
Eastern track teams head to Indiana for meet 
Men's team to face 
Ohio Valley, Big Ten 
schools at meet 
By CHRIS WISE 
Staff Writer 
The men 's indoor track team will travel 
to Indiana University today for a 12-team 
meet against other Ohio Valley Conference 
squads as well as teams from the Big 10 
and other Division I schools. 
Preliminary events begin today at 4 p.m. 
with the finals taking place on Saturday. 
"This will be the toughest competition 
we've seen so far," head coach Tom Akers 
sa id of the upcoming meet. "A ll of the 
teams at the meet are Division I, Big 10, 
Mid-America Conference, a few from the 
Ohio Valley Conference and a few assort-
ed others." 
Indiana Univers ity will showcase its 
team on their home track as well as wel-
comi ng athletes from Indi ana State, 
Middle Tennessee, Southeast Missouri 
State, Ball State, Eastern and Western 
Kentucky, Southern Illinois at Carbondale, 
Cincinnati, Murray State and University of 
Tennessee at Chattanooga. 
Eastern finished sixth at last year 's meet 
and Akers believes his team is more pre-
pared this time around. 
"I am really pleased with where we are 
at as a team right now," Akers said. 
"We have been j uggling people in and 
out of different events and this will be our 
first real concerted effort to run with an 
evenly balanced squad," Akers said. 
The Panthers are coming off a season-
opening indoor sweep of Illinois State, 
Butler University and Southwest Missouri 
State at which Todd Moroney and Mike 
McBride both posted first place finishes in 
the 6000 meter run and the 800 meter run 
respectively. 
Akers said that he hopes to finish in the 
top division of this meet. However, the 
most important thing is to see his athletes 
come away with solid performances at the 
meet. 
"The main thing now is for our team to 
be mentally ready to compete, because I 
am confident that we are physically pre-
pared," he said. 
Akers said that a strong performance at 
this weekend 's meet is key preparation for 
the upcoming Central Co ll egiate 
Conference track meet which will feature 
such national powers as Mich igan , 
Michigan State and Notre Dame. 
Women's team has 
momentum after 
"substantial" win 
By DENISE RENFRO 
Staff writer 
Eastern 's women's indoor track team will 
head to Indiana University this weekend for 
an ! I-team meet against Ohio Vall ey 
Conference at1d non-conference opponents. 
Approximately 20 members of the team 
will leave for preliminary events and trials 
today with the finals scheduled for Saturday. 
Women's head coach John Craft said the 
focus of the meet will be on teatn at1d indi-
vidual efforts. 
"With the nwnber of teams that are there, 
we want to score as much as we can, reduce 
times and extend distances," Craft said. 
Craft also said the outlook for the team is 
positive. 
"We' re in pretty good fmm right now for 
this time ofyem·," he said. 
Track atl1letes will be present fi·om Eastern 
Kenh1cky, Indiana State, Middle Tennessee, 
Murray State, Southeast Missouri, Southern 
Illinois at Carbondale, University of 
Tennessee at Chattanooga , Vanderbilt , 
Western Kentucky and the Un iversity of 
Cincinnati. 
"It will be quite a challenge; we will see a 
number ofteatns from the OVC," Craft said. 
"The teams that are there are the strongest in 
the conference. 
" We ' ve seen Murray and So utheast 
Missouri, tl1e other two we have not seen in 
competition," Craft said. 
Craft said his team has some momentum 
going into this meet. 
"We're coming off of a win of substantial 
proportion tills past week- our mega-meet-
there were three Division I teams we com-
peted against," he said. "We came out on top 
of a ll of those : Un iversity of Dayton , 
University of Ten nessee-Mart in and 
Tennessee Tech." 
Last Saturday 's home meet showed a 
strong individual effort as well as team 
effort. 
Tiffany Cheatham took second place in 
the 400 and fowth place in the 5500 meter 
dash. Cheatham is also a member of the 
four-by-four meter relay team which won 
first place. Other members of the relay team 
include: Serra Morton, Victoria Sleezer and 
Christen Conrad. 
" We ' II have steeper compet ition this 
weekend," Cheatham said. "It will give us 
another opportunity to bring our times 
down," Cheatham said. 
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But the Panthers could not stop the Skyhawks from hitting threes. 
Center Bethany Melton and Thorton hit one each to cut the lead to three at 
49-46. 
Tennessee-Martin took the lead on another three by Thorton which put 
them up 55-53 . Layups by Lee and senior forward Sarah Probst gave the 
Panthers the lead back at 57-55, but this would be the last lead they would 
have. 
Tennessee-Mattin went on a 16-6 run to end the game. Crowe contribut-
ed seven points in this run. The final three by l11orton was the nail in the 
coffm for the Panthers. For the second straight game, the Panthers were led 
in scoring by Lee, who had 19 points. 
"In the past couple of games I've taken the mind set to be more aggt·es-
sive and take the ball to the hole and get fouled or get the ball in the hole," 
she said. 
Junior fonvard Barbora Garbova was the other Panther in double figures 
with 11 points. 
The Skyhawks put three players in double figures with Thmton leading 
with 22 points. Crowe added 20 points while Melton added I 0. 
Klein said that tllis is a very tough loss for the Panthers. 
"It's a serious major, major disappointing Joss and it really hurts us 
bad," he said. "There's no getting around the fact tl1at this was a critical 
game. This loss hwts our team and there is not anything we can do about 
it; it's over and we lost." 
r-----------------------, 
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said. "Our play wasn't bad; it 's 
just we ran into a team that 
played really well." 
Tennessee-Martin's three-
point shooting played a big part 
in the Skyhawks' ability to 
avoid playing like an eighth -
place team, as they connected on 
6-of-11 treys in the first half en 
route to taking a 40-33 lead at 
the break. 
Tennessee-Martin finished the 
game making 10-19 three-point-
ers. 
Wright and Ryan Owens were 
the keys to the Skyhawks' three-
point assault, as Owens hit 5-of-
6 treys in the game while Wright 
nailed 5-of-10 treys. 
The second hal f , though , 
appeared to be in favor of the 
Panthers in the early going, as 
the Panthers sprinted out to a 16-
2 run to grab onto a 49-44 lead 
with over 13 minutes to play in 
the game. 
From there, the Panthers and 
Skyhawks traded leads with the 
Panthers going up by as many as 
five at 60-55 when Kurt Cuffle 
s lammed down a Peckinpaugh 
alley-oop. However, Tennessee-
Martin stayed close the rest of 
the way before stealing the vic-
tory. 
" We knew they were going to 
play hard but we planned on 
coming out to play just as hard," 
Kaye said. " We had plenty of 
shots but they just didn ' t go 
down. I guess luck was just on 
their side tonight." 
WEEKEND frompagel2 
Conditioning of the team has always been an issue, 
and McCausland said they are improving as the season 
progresses and are on schedule. 
"Our conditioning is close. We've got some work to 
do yet," McCausland said. "I don 't want to be in top 
notch shape with 4 1/2 weeks left (before regionals)." 
A win this weekend is key for future success of the 
team. 
"It's real important for the morale oftl1e team," Pena 
said. "We're 0-5 at1d everyone is pretty much down. 
"A win here and maybe we can get the intensity up 
and pull something together for the rest of the season." 
I Check o:t Our Pl:y~
1 ~S~ta~t~io~n~1g 
Games at g 
0 Craig's Video <> 
T iJ t 
c./tl,a r t y 's 
Friday: 
Italian Beef w/ Fries S]·49 
$ 3_3 a~® IPOO~Ou®~ «ILOO® &:,. il~®Ou©on:;s®» 
~~, ~~ 4 o'clock club! 
····SATURDAY···· 
Will A ,.RIP 
,.0 VEGAS! 
5 day, 4 night accomodations, 
Prime Rib Dinner for 2, 
$100 Slot Action, Drinks, and more! 
SPECIALS! plus Lite Beer 
T-Shirts &.. Hats! 
I 1,1..,~1 
Janury 31, 1997 
By BRIAN LESTER 
Sports editor 
In Thursday night's conference 
tilt with Tennessee-Martin, the 
Panthers found out it 's not easy 
defending fust place. 
Down by just three points at 
71-67 with five ticks left on the 
clock , junior guard Rick Kaye 
fired up a shot from three-point 
tenitmy that bounced high off the 
rim, leaving the Panthers in sec-
ond place in the Ohio Valley 
Conference and a crowd of 3,175 
• Austin Peay comes to 
Charleston Saturday. 
Story page 1 0 
stunned by the loss. 
Eastern had taken a narrow 66-
65 advantage with just over four 
minutes left in the contest on a 
trey by freshman Marc Polite, but 
a lay-in by Tennessee-Martin 's 
B.J. Nelson , a three-ball by 
DeMarko Wright and a free tlu·ow 
by Joe Crumby ended up being 
enough to hold off the Panthers. 
" We ' re a marked team now and 
so everybody wants a piece of 
Eastern Illinois," Polite, who fin-
ished with a team-high 15 points, 
said after Thursday night 's loss at 
Lantz Gym - a loss that was their 
first in the Ohio Valley 
Conference at home. "That fact 
came out and added fuel to the 
orts 
CHET PIOTROWSKI JR/Photo editor 
Eastern guard Rick Kaye is down after a blow to the head during Thursdays 7I-68 loss to Tennessee-Martin. He receieved two stitches and 
returned to the game en route to scoring IJ points. The Panther host Austin Peay Saturday. 
fire. They hustled, scrapped and 
did everything they had to do to 
win. We had good shots but they 
just didn 't fall." 
The loss leaves the Panthers' 
record at 9-8 overall and 6-3 in 
the OVC, as Eastern heads into 
the second half of conference 
play. 
Tennessee-Marti n, however, 
moves to 6-1 2 overall and to 4-6 
in OVC action and it is the 
Skyhawks' second straight victo-
ry. 
Kaye finished the night with 13 
points on 5-of-12 shooting and 
sophomore Chad Peckinpaugh 
added 13 points on 4-of-8 shoot-
ing. 
Panther head coach Rick 
Samuels was quick to point out 
that he did not want to take any-
thing away from a relent less 
Skyhawk team. 
"That was a very good team 
that beat us tonight, and they 
played extremely well," Samuels 
See SHOOT page 11 
Lady Panthers fall to 5-3 in OVC with 71-63 loss 
By MATT WILSON 
Staff writer Lady Panthers battle Lady 
Govenors for third place Saturday. 
Panthers in the first hal f was the ir 10 
turnovers. 
Just when you have a winning streak 
going, a below .500 team comes into your 
gym and beats you. 
This is exactly what happened to the 
Lady Panther basketball team, as they fell 
to a Tennessee-Martin team that came in on 
a six-game losing streak, 71-63 Thursday 
night at Lantz. 
Story page 1 0 
the ball down low to their post players," 
Panther head coach John Klein said. "The 
thing we were more concerned about was 
their ability to penetrate with back court 
kids, and they were able to really mix it up 
in terms of their penetration." 
The Panthers seemed to be in control of 
the game in the first half, as two free-
throws by junior center Allison Lee and 
two more free-throws by junior guard Nora 
Hendrix put Eastern up early in the game 
21-10. 
"The turnovers played a big part in the 
game," Laska said. "Physically we out-
matched them, but the mental aspect was 
just not there tonight." 
Lee led the Lady Panthers in the first 
half with 11 points while Thorton added 11 
points for Tennessee State. tage over Tennessee-Martin, having a 
noticeable height advantage. 
"I think this is a definite step for us; I 
mean we ' re not ready to be the world, I 
definitely think this is very positive," 
Skyhawk head coach Kim Van Atta said. 
"Eastern Illinois is probably the most tal-
ented team we've played in the Ohio 
Valley Conference, but the fact they cmne 
together and did everything they had to do 
to win shows a lot about their character." 
"Mentally we were not in it," Panther 
junior guard Jess Laska said. " We were not 
ready to play." 
A team that was known for its inside 
game , the Lady Skyhawks hurt the 
Panthers (5-4 in the OVC, 9-8 overall) 
from the three-point line. Tennessee-Martin 
( 4-6 in the OVC, 5-13 overall) made 11-of-
18 three-point attempts. Guard Janelle 
Thorton led the Skyhawks with six threes. 
This is when Tennessee-Martin stmted to 
go on a three-point spree. After a TV time-
out, Thorton hi t two of her six threes to 
bring the lead down to eight at 30-22. 
The Lady Panthers looked like they were 
going to turn things around in the second 
half as they went on an 11-2 run to start the 
half. 
Klein said that he didn ' t tell the team 
anything he does not tell the team at every 
halftime. 
After this, the Lady Skyhawks went on a 
13-4 run. Thorton and forward Becky 
Crowe each added five points in the run 
that put them up 35-33 at the half. 
"That you need to rebound, you need to 
box out, you need to execute offensively 
and you need to look for transition baskets 
when we get boards," he said. 
One of the big problems fo r the Lady Physically, Eastern had a distinct advan- "On film they looked like they try to get 
See WIN page II 
Wrestlers meet Northern, Chicago State over weekend 
By CHAD MERDA 
Staff writer 
Tonight the Panther wrestling 
team heads off to DeKalb to face 
Southern Illinois , w here the 
Panthers will tly to collect their 
first dual meet win of the season. 
The Panthers enter the meet 
with an 0-5 record , while the 
Huskies enter the meet a touch 
better at 1-6. Northern 's lone vic-
tory of the season came against 
Marquete. 
Eastern head coach Ralph 
McCiausland said with only hav-
ing seen the Huskies at the 
Midlands tournament this year, he 
is unsure of exact ly what they 
wi ll bring to the mat. 
" It 's going 
to be another 
tough one but 
we should be 
the favorite ," 
Eastern 
wrest ler Matt 
Hughes said. 
H u g h e s L__ ____ __J 
(158) will be MattHughs 
one of the Panthers leading the 
assault with hi s No. 3 national 
ranking and 27-1 season record. 
Senior Dave Pena ( 118, 11-2) will 
be looking to get his team out to 
an early lead. 
" You never know what to 
expect (with Northern Illinois) ," 
Pena said. "Every guy has got to 
go in there and do what he 's got 
to do to win," 
McCausland knows exactly 
what needs to be done tonight in 
DeKalb. 
" We need seven minutes of 
goo d hard , intense , strong 
wrestling with a focus throughout 
the match," McCausland said. "If 
we have that we ' ll get a contribu-
tion from everybody on the team 
and the outcome we want." 
In recent times the Panthers 
have had the upper hand against 
the Huskies. The Panthers have 
come out on top the past three 
seasons and won five out of the 
past seven. 
It has been a season of close 
calls so far for the Panthers, their 
most recent one being a 22-17 
defeat at the hands of Northern 
Iowa. 
With the season beginning to 
wind down after having three 
meets last week , the Panthers 
have begun to ease up on their 
training schedule. 
McCausland said he has short-
ened up practices, along with tak-
ing Saturdays off. 
Following the meet with the 
Huskies, the Panthers then return 
home for a dual meet at 1 :30 p.m. 
Sunday in Lantz gy m aga in st 
Chicago State. 
The Panthers have more or less 
manhandled the Cougars in years 
past. In the last four meetings, the 
Panthers have pounded the 
Cougars by a combined score of 
182-20. The fact that the Cougars 
have forfeited nearly one-third of 
the matches has helped carry the 
Panthers to victory on those occa-
sions. 
Despite the past Panther suc-
cess, McCausland does not want 
his team to be too overconfident, 
citing that Chicago State is an 
improved team and the 167 and 
1 77 pound weight classes should 
be more of a challenge. 
Pena on the other hand does 
not consider overconfidence to be 
a problem when talking of the 
Cougars. 
" I don ' t think we ' re in any 
threat of losing against Chicago 
State," Pena said. 
See WEEKEND page 5 
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I magine sitting in the darkness of the movie theater with hundreds of people wa1ting for just another attempt at a 
science fiction movie to start. The sound 
of the 20th Century Fox theme is heard, 
the screen scrolls Into seemingly endless 
space and the immortal ph~. "A long 
time a,o In a galaxy far; fa; wnlf-·~··;f eiUhu 
itself in the minds of a generation. 
What those people didfl't know is tl\at 
those -words would be a part of the biggest 
science fiction movie trilogy of all time. 
Possibly the greatest ~ie since the cre-
atJon of the modon picture. 
When "Star Wars" wu released on May 
lS. 1917; It ~tn 31 theaters nation-
wide, becoming the highest grossing movie 
ever - surpassing '1aws." This qme it will 
be shown In about I .800 theaters nation-
wide, including our very own Showplace 8. 
. Director George Lucas could never 
have imagined the success of "Star Wars," 
besides the amOIJnt of money It made, it 
set the around for modern scl-fl mo'fles 
... 
s as "The Black Hole:· "The last 
St:arfighter·· and "Independence Day." . 
· Now 20 years later. '"Star Wars·· fever 
has hit those original goers once again and 
allows a new generation to experience 1t 
in the theater. 
'" STAR WARS lllfl 3 
, 
Fame, fortune. bright lights, bl& ckies -
sounds pretty glamorous, huM People oken 
think rock stars, mo vie celebrities, top-dollar 
athletes and fashion models have It m11de. And 
-why not.~ They're the icons of t()dq's socieey. 
But the behind- the-scenes liYes of dlese peo-' 
pie are what most of us don't always think- of. 
Tabloid headlines and paparazzis ptacue. celebri-
ties like ants at a picnic . And what we aJso 
seem to fol-get are the dangers that go alona 
with stardom in the '90s. ~ .-
Being a celebrity automatically puts a: person 
In the public'r•ye. in which case he or she 
bec omes more / vulnerable, so to speak, to 
overly obs~ssed. sometimes deranged men and 
women that take their admiration and infatua-
tion to extremes. . , 
Fo r celebrities. these types of "'fans'~ can be 
annoymg. but they can also be dangerous. 
According to an article in the Nov. 1,-4 edi-
t ion q f Rolling Stone magazine, every person 
who has been on the cover of a magaz,ine has 
been stalked at least once. And an estima ted 
200,000 s talkers are at tlarge in the United 
States tod3y. 
It sounds unbelievable, b~ it makes sense if 
you think' of how.manycelebrides theN are on · 
television, in movie ~ten. on the radio and 
in mapzines. Even though the ratio of celebri-
ties to stalkers still f.wors the cdebnties. it's still 
a scary thought.. • 
In hopes of trying to end all this stalkll'lg busi-
ness, laws have been passed making stalking a 
crime. In 1990, California passed one. And in 
September 1996, President 8111 Clinton jumped 
on the bandwagon and also signed a law, only 
this tim~ it made stalking a federal crime, 
according to the Rolllnc Stone article: · 
But what good is th is law going to do 
HQrO$Copes 
.,.,-"-Ilia .... yoU Possessors of "The Forre" 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 ·feb. 19): Your 
command of the English language is 11 its 
prime thts week. Even though you may 
mooey roll in. 
bestclel punDh the people that ge~ cautht~ How 
can we car.ch the sJ,alkers in the first placel 
How do we prevent stalkers from their actions 
before It's toO late~ 
In 1981. Rebecca Schaeffer, former co-star of 
Pam Dawber (aka "Mindy"' from " Mork ' n ' 
Mindy")' In "Hy Sister Sam." was subbed 10 
times by a stalker. accordln& to the article. 
Or what about Beades lepnd John Lennon, 
who was shoe and killed by Mark David 
Chapman in I 980? Accordina to Rollin& ~. 
Chapman's the most notor;lous stalker. How 
could these incidents' have been prevented~ 
· Stalkers pose a serious threat to celebrities' 
lives. But it 's inevitable th:at fans get carried 
away with their admiration for these stars. 
Admiration or obsession - however you 
want to look at it - for celebrities can come in 
d~rent forms. 
Take technological advances for e xample. 
While browsing through the ln~mec.. I found 
that there are some extremely avid fans out 
there. Either that c;>r people with a whole lot of 
time on ~ir hands. • 
One homepqe boasts almost 200 photos of 
,sex ~. D~ Bafrymore. Another home-. 
pace includes ,a pho~ ~ conain ina about 
2.000 'plloto s of Sandra Builock. Brad Pitt. -
Antonio Banderas, Madonna and Jennifer 
Aninon are the subject of cybe"'shrine.s as well.. 
Seems like the maklng of a stalker to me. 
The mon outrageOUS and rather frightening 
homep~e had to be the "Pee Wee Herman 
Worship Page." That shoUld speak for itself. 
So. the next time you catch yourself saying, 
"I wish I were a rock star," bi~ your tongue. It's 
not always worth it. · 
fo ct•tact D••••· •·••II "'at Ciilc1oau.ece.ie•-••• 
_Auarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 19) 
ter ......... ,.,......, 
tun: never before seen by mankind will 
arise looking for a humllll mate to Sp3V.O n 
~of -aquamen .~ These ·'aquamen" are 
needed to fight the uhimate banle between 
good a11d evil at 20.000 leagues 
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 · Nov. 21 ): An abun· 
dance of spue time should be used to 
tackle t~ borne improvement proJects 
you have been keeping on lhe back burner. 
lnstall that eye wash station and emergen· 
cy fire showu in your bedroom. No"' 
not be able 10 find "QUEZJBIXS" in the 
dictionary, doa't give up. St.and your 
ground. It's wonb 38 point\ . and if yoo·re 
REAllY luckfiCwillllllld you I 14 points 
on the triple word score. 
P1SW (Feb. 20 · March 20): The ume 
IS nght to make major cbanges i:n your 
hfe It's DO( too late 10 stan oo your ne·w 
year's resolution. Kick a bad h2bit. Put 
down the cigattnes and pick up lbe enid 
pipe. • . -
CAJIC£R (June 22 • July 22): You may 
have expcrienc~ that. CUI be deemed "out 
of the ord.inary. ~ Take advantage of these 
ooce·in·a·lifetime opponunities. DO 
NOT. I repeat, DO NOT let a guilt·free 
menase·.-trois slip through your fingers. 
after th0$e kiaky ses. parties )'OU ~~o on't 
have LOgo to the doc!Of and make up 
s.ome crazy explanation. 
SAGmARtuS (Nov. 22. Dec. 21): Rid 
yourself of a hindrance while the time is 
right. Disp '~of somethang that doesn ·l 
wort. Tell your significant ()(her to bit the 
bricks ... or just replace tbe batteries in the 
remote control. It's really just a roin toss. 
ARIES (Mudi2J · April19): Your sen-
sitive side must be explored this w~k. 
Spend some q!Wity time with a parent or 
a pet this .,..eekend. O ip your dog's toe-
nails- it's long overdue. And while 
you're down them &e«· yqur mom's fed u 
welL 
TAURUI (April 20 - May 20): This 
weet yoo will fiod yOIIDdf contributing 
mtdl or your time 10 cltarity. People will 
either say \ UJSett yow 111111e bm) is soch 
a Dad IOii « \ --.t your ume bere) iJ 
s.;b I peml1. ~hislller U. 
to giYe .lpOa&le blllllto lllr ddmy. • 
-(May11 - J..e21): A lack of 
fudl _,leave yw ardliq yow COIICb 
for m.p. Get • job. yo. blaa...Or live 
111111 &,.d .... ~. pOit otr.ce 
llo« ... • ___, .-.S w.O die 
l£0 (Ju.ty 23 - Aug, 22): Gluttonous 
fedings may arise this week: however. 
yoo must try to lead a life of ftusality. 
De5tre:S for cbec5eburgers. bot dogs.. 
Cokes aad shales may occupy your t \·ery 
tboogbt. But you will set DOib.b!gllld like 
iL 
NIO (Alii-23 - Sept. 22): F*- bas 
Sptlll I AriJI& of JoOO J"Gtl: fQr fO' ia 1be 
area of sc:bobs6c:s. Tbmff.X'e. class anen · 
da.nc.e is aot as ~ as YC181 profes-
sors may uy .. Whal IIIey doo' t n:alize iJ 
lbat YOII• a.e c:pmme or .-a~ illfl:lli· 
se-: .. wilhia yoor bnin tbe .eems or 
life n awtai ..... NI:IW if yo. ca. jut .act 
~tO ~*a. 
La (Scp( 23 · Oct. 23): Y• will 
fillllllote it pJxa wllae JOI wotW te. 
C2f1C. .Froa 1be .,.._or 111r-. a ca-
CAPRICORII (Dec. 22. Jan. 19): "The 
F~" is strong with yoo. Use it to yoor 
advllltage. Hire yourself oet as lbe buman 
tow t.ruck. For every car thlt &licks off 1M 
stRICt, cbarae S20 10 lift it Qlll ri die ditdl 
wia:b YOW' aiad. 
J • 
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DONIIACUISIA 
AJIOREWROOGERS 
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MJKERICE 
·-
I 
$1L.N RED DOG Ia 
ICEHOUSE 
$U.St PINTS 
DRAFT 
$11.,0 CORONA 
8ECICS 
~11.~, WELL 
D:RINICS 
·;· 
. Specials · 
- - -
< - ~ • 
- - -
Every SatUrday and Iunday Only 
Sweet ~ Sour Chicken 
. with Chicken Fried Rice $4.99 
. . 
' . 
Chlckea Frt_ed Rice with Ea RoU $3.26 
.. 
Shrimp Pried Rice with 32oz Pepsi $3.99 
Now Open Monday• 4-lpm 
r---------------------~-, 
: Governor Qlucr Chi~ db : ~ J 
1 Chicken Pried Rice 2 £a ~Rolla 1 
I $10.25 I 
I • or I 
: C~cken Fried Rice • 2 Ega RoDs : 
I . $4.00 I 
I ' · . I lllp.S+e? • L------------..-·---------~~ 348-5941 
• 348- 818 
ZOUAS . ~· .. AAafl Hot a Colda.e. 
., 
friday.1.31.1997 
. . . .· 
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Remenlbering and reuVIng:the paSt' 
- . 
41'andre~ rodgl!f1 · 
· Staff writer 
• . If a magic genie were to app_ea. • r on Earth I 
today and grant everyone a wish. yov can bet 
there would be a bunch of people who I 
would want to become ''Star Wars" charac- : 
ters. · . _ ! 
Even. though intergalactic smuggler and ! 
lmpertal storm trooper aren't c:ommon job I 
tides,of the~- there are more dlan 'a f~ I 
peopfe .who would be thrilled to take on !- same thing happen to Earth ar: arry morr.ent? 
new life making runs to. the spice mines of , Given the: chance, the average schrnoe 
Kessel. ~· . · wotJid jump at the opportunity to battle a 
As an 8ryear.old I started a H~htsa.ber pack o( incensed Storm troopers or flght a 
academy. I (charged !'flY brother and sister duel ~ the death with Darth Vader. The onty 
Scents apiece to teach them advanced jedi "crazy" thing about this desire Is that nearty 
tricks I had learned personalty from luke. ~ h;u. it. It's a kind of Mr. 
I also remember ruoniog around my house There Is even: a cer~tain amount of sex 
with goggles over my head. trying to lift ~ in "Srar Wan:' In fact the television 
chairs using the fOrce. When my mom told , show ·~ .. ~ an entire episode to 
me that I Y!13Sn't going to be able to lift much a fantasy revolving around the scene in . 
cJ anyd)ing bec:al.l$e the fOre~ didn't work on "Return of the jedi" where Princess leia 
Earth, I hid in the laundry hamper hoping (Came Fisher) ~ ne:lrly naked in a gOld 
that when I came out. 't'd l:!e· on Tatooine. , metal bil<inf and put on the end Of a chain 
WRy is it that so !'nally people ~ ~ leash. Ever,y M on the planet envied Jabba 
fie4_ with sfle ~l"la.racte~ in, "Star Y!/.}rs •• tile t'f4Ct ~t ~ - · 
instead of a movie like tJle. "Adams Family?" ''Star Wars" ineans a lot of different dtiogs 
Perhaps it is bec:au~e so much about the ro a lot of different people. To SQrTl!e Jt repre-
wortd c:d "Srar Wars" is left up to the imagi- sents me c.lauk stJ"Uggfe between good and 
nation of the viewer, that one can't help but eviL Others just think the ·speciaJ effects are 
wish to be a part of it. cool. Some watch It 3lld daydn!am of c:hang~ 
As most children of the 70s can probabty ing caree[s. Still others watch it and feel 
attest, no other movie has had as much . ~cited about what the furure has in stare. 
· impact on popular culture as "Srar 'Nars:' When "Scar Wars" comes oui today in 
This movie proved that life as we know it theaters all around the globe, kidS of a whole 
could end at any second. Alderaan was new generation will find out what it's like to 
blown to bits by a bunch of bad guys floating spend countless hours looking to the sky. 
through space in a giant golf ball, couldn't chat waiting for the Millenium Falcon to appear. 
When "Star Wars" is released in theaters today, 
there will be new scenes added using computer-gen-
erated characters. One such scene betwe.en Han 
Solo and Jabba the Hutt, outside the Millennium 
Falcon, has been included after spending 20 years on 
the cuning room floor. 
Wben the scene was first shot. a human was 
standing in place of Jabba. and Lucas hoped to be 
able impose the enormous slug-like creature in place 
of him. Due to the lack of technology, the scene had 
to be cut, with hopes of bringing it in later. With the 
advancements in computer technology that have 
------.;;.....;.-=-..:.....-----__::.;;_.:;_ _____ ...:.=:=:=.~ been made over the past two decades, the scene 
vtill now be Included. 
! ~he l?r~yiously_ )mrn,oblle D'iw~_acks . the _la~ge 
l~ards on che desert planet or Tatooine. w ill be 
gfVen motion. The 'new characters are of the most 
modern special effects and we will be able to see 
what Lucas truly had in mind when he first wrote 
the script. · . 
The soundtrack has been digitally remastered for 
surround sound and the ba.ss has been boosted. 
With Tie Fighters and X-Wings flying on the screen, 
it will feel like you'r• riding shotgun with Luke 
Skywalker on his attack run on the Death Star. 
"I'm excited," said Eric Davidson. a clinical 
Psychology Graduate student. said. "The added 
s:cene between Solo and Jabba may make it look like 
t~ were once friends.'' . 
~This will give a new generation a chance to see 
tht movies in the theater," said Chris Gadomski, 
UptowoeT & CeUar 
senior th~ater major. • 
The way that science fiction mixes with medieval 
fantasy is what makes the movie for Gadomski. 
"I like the range of characters. from Boba Fen, a 
bounty hunter. to Luke Skywalker, a farm boy," said 
• Kelly Kleck, senior zoology major. Describe any per-
sonality an.d it would be in there, Kleck added. 
The characters are varied in their history and 
lifestyles. Luke Skywalker is a farm boy from a back 
water planet and is forced to join the Rebellion 
when his Aunt and Uncle were killed. When we 
meet Obi-Wan Kenobi he is a hermit, and we later 
find out that he was a general in wars long past. and 
a jedi Knight. Han Solo. Chewbacca, Princess Leia 
and the duo oLR2-D2 and C-3PO join. Skywalker and 
·Kenobi in the\~ fight with the Imperial Force~ lid' by 
Darth Vader. · 
The broad spectrum of characters and space-age 
weaponry of "Star Wars" left everyone begging for 
more. Based upon the tremendous popularity of the 
movie, Luc:,as made two more installments of the 
"Star Wars" story. "The Empire Strikes Back" and 
"Return of the Jedi" will be re-released on Feb. 21 
and March 7 , also digitally remastered with a few 
changes of their own. - · 
There is an unseen force that governs all things in 
the universe, It flows through every object. It gives 
great. strength to those who believe. However, don't 
rely on it too much. this isn't Yavin and you aren't a 
Jedi Knight, so it probably won' t help you on 
Scantron tests.. 
The BlillCS PiQ In Ctwnpafgn (2f'} 3St-7444 
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first time eYer. 
john Roodhouse, the lead vocal-
ist and gur~:arist for Glib, and Bill 
Dinsmore, the bassist. were in a 
four-member band together called 
Sup, but things just weren't going 
,. 
., 
. · 
.. 
Their first album. Perifia. has • 
drawn many great revie~ but is 
not as popular as they would like.. 
"We've really been p!eased with 
people's reactions," Roodhouse 
said. ~~- . 
The band is working out well They currently perlorm at places 
with the few members it has, and wiV'in a close driving distance to 
Roodhouse said he prefers having Columbia. Miss.. where the band is 
three members co foor because it located. 
raises the leYel. qf pbying for them, "Basically. anydling that's a rea-
although he sometimes wishes the sonable drive from Columbia -,..e'IJ 
band had a back-up guitarist to add cake,'' Roodhouse said. "E:.uttm's -
to the band's sound. , about as far eas:t.as we'U~ 1 
Roodhouse. who writes all of his . He added they would like more 
own mustc, added it isn't hard to people to nave copies of the co. 
piay both of his instruments slmul- but a.re pleased wtth just getting 
ly • out. perlorm~ and seelllf" people taneouS . 
enjoy their show-. 
EIU ·Jazz Band to perform 
with The Shirelles Saturday 
I 
' · 
~llson kalsbeek 
Staff wJiler 
. . " -
The ~e wu bam!l'l>ol fnaJe rod· 
en before 1960 and The Shirelles release 
of ~Tontghc"s the Night" The Shirelles 
broke through the male-OOmin.ned music 
scene and co1ned the "G1rl Group~ 
sound. 
W1th songwriters Carole King and 
Gerry Goff1n, ··Dedicated to the One I 
Love" rose to No. I on the pop charts. 
- Other biU~rd hitS include ''Ma.ma Said." 
"Will You Still LOYe Me Tomorrow" and 
"Soldier Boy,'" to name a few. 
Adored by fans for their spicy stage 
presence and propelling music. The 
Sh1relles led the Wl'f for other memo~ble 
G1rl Groups. including The Supremes. 
Even me Beades admired The Shirelles" 
mus1c. John Lennon sang a rendition of 
"&by It's You" and"~" on their first 
U.K. album. both covers of original 
ShireUes songs. 
AJur The ShireDes' break-up near the 
end of the decade. the members went 
sepa~te W3)'S. nameJy to play in revival 
concerts of the early 70s. In 1982, for· 
mer Shirelle member Addie Hanis died ol 
a he:arc amdt 
• By 199t remaming members Shirley 
Alston. Beverly lee and_ ~is Kenner· 
jackson rejoi.ne,d as q,~ ,nQw·legendary 
Shirelles . • They have been on a world 
tour since 1991, and have appeared in 
almoS[ all maror concert locations with • 
numerous appearances at The Apollo 
The.ater Vld Madison Square Garden. 
Saturday the EIU Juz Ensemble will 
accompany The Shirelles m Springfield, Ill. 
at the Sagamon Auditorium· To 
commemo~te African·Amencan History 
Month. these three ~ne performers will 
treat audiences to selections from pop, 
rock. soul and gospel rn addition to the 
energetic R & B hits responsible for The 
Shirelles' 1nducuon to the Rock & Roll 
Hall or F-ame. 
Those interested in the history of The 
Sh1relles may come -45 mi~es e2rly for a , 
discussion featuring Lee, an origin~! 
Shirelle. The show will stare at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $1 0 · $20; to order call 
(800)207-6960 or (218)786-6160. There 
is also :a student rush at the Sag:amon 
Auditorium before noon. General admis-
sion tickets bought durinl the rush are 
$10. 
110~ 
........... .__ wocalllc :aftlll~~ffil! 
• ......... co baane mate~ .... 
and ....,_..-.CD...,.~ nue iJr npr.. 
don. .. . 
. • ,....,. ... tart wid\ ......... and .. 
r¥m wHet\ ,.,., ~ ._...., aaalduft tu 
chen cia • once~ ap.nahk mciUitl or 
onc:8 dal .... r:y ~~ cHme ln. 
The third so~ on dle 
-'bum. . .. Tum me on 
o.tnw .. " ts pmof d d-. 
It .... ~ lnCI ~ 
eYen a little catchr anct 
d\en the baclclround 
~~al~ 
making d\e SOnJ SU.fll 
comical as the listener 
loses the lyric:3t work 
There is one redeeming 
song on the album, the 
fifttl a-ad< "All-T1me LcM;' 
This song combines the 
funk of the Chill Peppers 
with the guitar s.ound of 
Sltverchalr and it works, 
leiMhg IJ:steners WQndering 
where this kind of music welt 00 ~ rest d dw • 
albtm. 
~ -Gfib· is one of chos~ bauds that pves 
one..hel ol a liYe show and chen SCQlds ._ tt.y 
realy ti't wam ~be .,_.. • .,_. '*X)Ijtlw 
session. 
k\ p>listl .. - b- the«. - .. ., hope ttm che 
. 
... 
•Att .. ,...._. ).ANI,• ,.., 
co.,.. ... ~t 
fffl/'~_.ftW:.mt:.~ 
. sonp such .. ·~ ~and 
che dele cndt ~ Ma" .... dulk: Gam-
... ol why ....,. .. nMic b adll main-
....... ' 
Allo, I shoft two-minute ballad Is hid-
den u a-ack tf, which wu a surprise, 
and also made me wonder why It was 
hidden. k was wry dif-
ferent from their 
other material on 
c:helr CO and showed 
their abllfty to per-
form sl~r aonp If 
~hoqs.e tO, or-~!. · ~~~~~ 
some of ~material 
on Vlelr nen release. 
Alse~. their use of 
special effects.. on 
Roodhouse's voice 
ad.ds a t,ouc;h of ecce-ow 
tridty. whkh help$ the 
album sound unJike 
any ocher. 
A couple of son1s 
are repetitive, which 
liWces )'OU wonder -if they just wanted to 
see how long those $0fl&S could go. but 
It's only on one or two sonp. 
In a wortd ftlled wtth ~ ak«· 
nattw music, Glib ,fl a #:fit _.. ... ~· 
witfl JOod iWtmm ~n'i orli'ftal, c"ltchy 
lyrics. 
-· 
.,. •. 
........... 
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EDUCATION MAJORS!! 
DON'T JUST WORJ( lliiS SUMMER C<JME 
GROW PROfESSJONAI..LY AT AMf~lCA;S 11 
BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS 
WINAOU FOR BOYS 
First Christian Church AT THI OTHIR HONDA Ill PAIR SHOP 
DANIEE FOR GIRLS 
IN lt£STFRN, *SS 
.. 
SAI.AAYIROOM/80ARO MD TRAVEL 
IHCWOED!I 
O¥EJt 211 POIIT ... CftJI M: IAIIIAU.. 
IAUI.TIM CMfTI, QUa, GOlf,~
nca. ltOCIEY, HC~ME~M:~.I.ACROISI. PKO-
TOaMPtiY.  ID'U, .... 
IOCCBI, IWP B. TfMI, WmJt-111 
MD.mJl 
~lUJ. .JJlil©~~uu ©lhl®!1'1l®Mm1v OIL 
8:30am Service 
10:00am Sunday School 
11 :OOam Service w/ Praise Band 
SPECIALIZING IN GOLD WING'S &. ) WHEELERS I 4 WHEELERS 
CIMUIMI HOMD.t. PAlm 6 USID PAlm 
19 YRS EXPERIENCE 
JIMMY WALICIR"S CYCLI SHOP RT 1 LlaMA 
STAR WAAS • STAR TREK • BATTLETECH 
102 W. L.Jneotn Aw& 
("-1...,_) 
MAGIC 
'• 
, 
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·In ·.Love 
Sandra Buliock and Chris O'Donn~ll · h.elp to·· br~·attie 
new life into .~he classic Ernest Hemingway novel 
41•ndrew rodgerl · 
Staff wnter 
The fact that I drove two 
ho\lrs through a torrential bliz-
zard just to catch an evening 
showing of the new Sandra 
Bullock movie . "In Love and 
War," should tell you something 
- I'm smitten by Sandra. . ' 
In the past, thi ... Bullock thing 
. has prompted me to seek out 
and watch e~ery movie lhe'l 
· ever been in ·- and there have 
been some pretty bad ones But 
now I fee! d ii I have to justify 
/her performance in this luke-
warm biography. 
Bullock ("Speed," ''While You 
Were Sleeping" ) and Chris 
O'Donnell ("Circle of Frlenqs," 
"S<ent of a Woman") co-star in 
this romance abour, a young 
Ernest Hem~y and t'tls love · 
affair with Red Cross nurse 
Agnes von Kurowsky in World 
War I in July. • 
Bullock is a very convincing 
nurse and looks quite striking in 
her Red Cross garb. In fact, 
most of the costumes are you get up and away, ce 
incredible. I wouldn' t be sur· not remembering much about that the rough-and-tumble 
prised a bit if "In Love and the movie itself except that author of "A·FareweiJ to Arms" 
War" got a nomination for Best _ Hemingway was an ass and actually had a sensit.ive side. 
Costume at the Oscar's. didn ' t deserve someone like All In all. the muvie is a good 
O'Donnell , on the other Kurowsky anyway. date movie. But be forewarned: 
hand, seems to drain life from Hemingway first met there's no happy ending here. 
the movte and looks like a silly Kurowsky a~r he was shot in Both Bullock and O'Donnell 
kid in his pajamas for most of t~e knee and taken to the do an accepuble job, but you'll 
~~~~~~~~ie-~ard ~~~~!fh~'!h!: :.J!"'ba~ty leave th~ theat~r .with 
Hemingway fans might claim worked. Aullock Cioes a won- 3 sense of frustration it you pay 
that WAS what he looked like derful job as the somewhat more than $4 for a ticket- wait 
during the war, I find it a tad bit unorthodox nurse who cares a until this comes to a dollar the-
• unrealistic . · little too much about her ner or rent· it when it comes 
The whole movie is ~ sort of newest patient. out o n video. 
a giant time warp: you sit down, O'Donnell does have his "In Love and War" 
stare at the screen, maybe get moments though. In two differ- New Lme Cinema 
up once to go to the bathroom cnt scenes Involving a dying *** 
... and then boom ... cwo hours fr iend of Hemingway's, 
.r 
by mike rice 
*** 
Cartoonists Wanted 
.. 
-,, .. :,..,"': c,... t.•t• \ 
~s,,.,......,.. , A- .... . . , •• ' 
Lance Becker 
Charley Bloemer 
RyanBowm~ 
Joe Finegan . ~ AXA , .. __ 
for the editorial page of 
1'111 DIIIJ El.lnt -
contact Mike Rice 
~ @ 
581-2812 
AXA 
~lpha 
Spring 
..., .... hers 
Dan Porter 
Mike Pour 
Jason Russell 
ason Rothchild 
.-
J · , 
I 
.-. 
~~ida~.J.3l ,% -classified a vertisi.n 'g~VergerAfre~· 
~~--~----------~----~~----~~~~._~~--~--~~~--------
Services Offered 
SAVE ON YOUR AUTO INSUR· 
ANCE NOWI Call BILL HALL at 
345· 7023 or stop by HALL 
INSURANCE 1010 E. Lincoln 
Ave. 
--~-------------·~~ 
-Travel 
--- ----
SPRING BREAK 97 IT'S HEAV· 
ENt\ WAKE AND BAKE.... 1f1 the 
hotle!it desuna!lon·Free partieslll 
Organi.:!e group and 11avel tree 
Lowest price guaramee. From 
$99 1·800-426·7710 WWW.SUN-
SPL.ASHTOURS.CQM • 
I 2/28 
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY 
BEACH FLORIDA SANDPIPER· 
BEACON BEACH RESORT 3 · 
pools, 1 indoor pool. hug~~ach· 
sloe hot tub, SUites up to tO peo· 
pie. tikl beach bar. home bt the 
wnrlds l<:>nges! keg party. Free 
tniO· 1·800·488·8828 
WWW.SANOPIPER6EACON,CO 
M 
~--------------~~ 
Help Wanted 
• NATIONAL PARKS HIRING· 
Positions are now available at 
National Parks, For&SVJ & Wildlife 
Preserves. E_.cellent benefits .. 
bonuses• Call 1·206·971-3620 
ext N57388, 
2114 
E,_A_S __ T,_.E...,.R:-N__,E_U...,.R""'O-::P-:::E:-E:=-.M:-:P=L'oy-
MENT· Travel Eastern Europe by 
teachtpg basic conversational 
English in Prague, Budapest, or 
Krakow. Inexpensive Room & 
Board • .. other potential benellls. 
Find out how 10 succeed In th•s 
f ield, Call (206) 971·3680 ext. 
K57381 . 
----- --- 217 CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT· 
Travel the wor1d (Hawafr. Mexteo. 
Carit>bean) & earn an excellent 
mcome tn the Cru1se & Lsncl-Tour 
Industry For details. call 1·206-
971·3550 ext C57388. 
2f7 
ASIA EMPLOYMENT'Learn hOw 
students have made, S25·S45ttlr 
teaching bas,c conversational 
Hep Want~ 
SUMMER JOBS IN COLORADO 
Larg~ reson tn bea.uhful Rocky 
Mountams seeks lifeguards. food 
... ervers. mamtenance, front desk. 
counselors etc. Snow Mountain 
Ranch. YMCA of the Rockies 
lntervoews Tues. 2/4 at Career 
Servoces Call 581·2412 or 
www JOBSRV EIU.EDU 
2)4 
CARING INDIVIDUALS NEEDED 
TO WORK EVENINGS AND 
WEEKENDS "' a small group 
hom~ with DO ondtvtduals. 
Apphcallons may be picked up at 
4 15 4th Street or cal~ Regina at 
348·1723 
~~~~~~~~~2n 
AAFTJIIIGl- AAPPELLJNG1 4COL-
OAADO SUMMER JOBS; In the 
Rocki es near Vall, Anderson 
Camps needs caring enthusiastic. 
deqicated. palientllldividuels who 
enjoy working with cpildren In an 
outdoor setting. Counselors. 
Cooks. Wranglers. AJding instruc· 
tors. and Nurses. Interviews on 
February 5th. Stop by Career 
Plannmg and Placement Office to 
get an application and sign up lor 
an Interview. Questions? Call ili; 
at (970) 524·7766. 
6 
A""LA:-:-::S::-:-KA-::-:, -=E=-:Mc::P:-LO=YM:-::::E""N::;;T·-:::E~a~m~to 
$3!ooo·S6.000+1t.AO In fisherie~. • 
parks , • resorts. Airfare! 
FoOO/Lodging! Get all the option~. 
Call (919) 91S.7787 ext t-4.9 . 
' 2126 
CAUrSE SHIPS HIRING-Earn to 
$2000 +/mo. plus tree wor1d trav· 
el (Europe, Caribbean. etc.) No 
exp. necessary. Room/Eloard. 
Ring (919) 918-n67. ext C149. 
2126 
HELP WANTED. WAITRESS 
FOR LUNCHTIME. Apply in per-
son. 11-2 Tues·Fn. Hong Kong 
House 1505 18th St, 
·-=~~~~~~--~~~~ HELP WANTED: Pape John's 
Ptzza now htring pizza makers 
and tnSide help. Apply at 426 w. 
LJnc:oln. Chal1eston. 
----- 215 
EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED. 
Make up to $500 cash per fltgn! 
No expenence needed. Call 
Panthers 3-48-{}288 
<Onglisa ~ d6()an Taiw~ .<K-.S, , • t c.-e, • , 
Kore&. ~f"f"emproyers::-pr'll~ • • •, • : • .- ... Adoption 
1/31 
room & board and/or other bene· ------..:..-----· 
fits Call 206-971 - 3570 ex! 
J57383. 
2/7 
2 FULL iT ME -:N""I-::G-H-:::T:--:-M:-A: N · 
AGERS FOR WOMEN'S SHEL· 
TEA Ltve·m pos!lion lor tn 
exchange lor room and board 
Send resume and references to 
CADV P.O Box 732 Charleston. 
34-8·5931 EOE -. 
~--=-=-=---:--:--:,---- 2/11 OUTSIDE JOBS·Now hHtng. 
Naltonal Pa•ks. Beach Resons, 
Ranches. Aaf1tng Co.'s Earn 10 
S 12/hr. + great benehts' 
Nationwide. Call (919) 918-n67 
ext Rt49 
--------------~~ 
... ' 
• I 
'11!1....._ ... ___ .. _j, 
-- - -
A BABY'S DREAM, A LOVING 
HOME If your dream for baby's 
fulure •s a happy. secure home 
v;ith a mother and father. warmth. 
love, attentoon. tun. traditional 
lamoly values, fnends. pets. trav-
el, college education. and holt· 
Jays woth lots of relatives. please 
call toll lree 1-800-881-3731 
Legal and conhdenttal Medical 
and legal expenses paid. Carol 
and J•m 
--------------~~ 
lhc Uniiy fastct n News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: __________ ,____________________ _ 
Address: ____________ __ 
Uooor Class~icarlon of:----------------
ExpnaiJOn code jo!fice u!B only)------------
Pe~n accepting ad ____________ Compositor -------
no. words/days Amoonl due:$ ________ _ 
Payment Ubsh Cilheck Cilrec1o1 
Check number 
Phone: _______ Student 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run _. _____________ _ 
Ad to react 
20 cent& per wa<d flr 3t day lid rune 14 cenbl per word uch c:oneec> 
utive day thereaftef. ~- wt1tt valid 10 15 ceo'- per 1¥0rd first 
day. fO centt per ~'Or'd ..m aoneecut~ve day, 15 word minimum. 
StuclerJ!IIds mull be paklln ~. 
DEADL.'NE 2 P.M. PMYKlU8 DAY-NO EXCEPTIOH8 
The llewl rwMrYM !he rlgM..tlrecffbr refule ads 
ooneideftld ll>eeoue Q( ~ bed taste. 
Wanted 
WANTED 100, STUDENTS, 
LOSE 5·1 00 lbs. New metabolism 
breakthrough. AN assisted. Free 
g1ft. $35 fee. 1 (800) 579-1634 . 
____________________ 2/10 
- ~akeMoney 
S 1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
MAILING CIRCULARS: For Info 
call202·298· 1335 
1rJ1 -
E:-cA:-::R:::-:N-:-:.-:::E~X:-::T:-::FI:-:A~M~O:-:-N:-::E:-:-Y~·FOA 
SPRING BREAK sell Avon. Call 
34~197 or 235-1544. 
2/13 ·w7,.,1L-:D~E~R::-N-:E?~S~S~r=A~I:::P,.-,L-:E:-:IA:-=D'l:AS 
WANTED FOR BOYS' CAMP IN 
N. WISCONSIN. Prior expenenoe 
a must and ctlmbing background 
preferable . Counselors also 
need&ef, Skills in one or more or • 
waterskiing. guilar, riflery, cll.mb-
lng. pottery. SCUBA !ennis, gym-
nastics. Good Pay, free room and 
board. Call {800} 4810-1188. 
-
218 
For Rent 
-----------------
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 97-
98 SCHOOL YEAR_ 5235/month 
12 mo. lease, Call345-3148. 
515 
NOW LE~A,..,S:-cciN,-G=-=FoR-=F,.,Al:-:-L-1"'997. 
McArthur Manor. Quiet· 
Fumishecl-2 Bedroom Apanment, 
345-2231 , 
5/5 
~F~u=A~N~IS~H~E~D~.~S~P~A~C~lO"U7.S~~·ANO 
6 BEDROOMAPAflTMENf. 1400 
square feeL Avadable summer 01' 
fall of 1997. 6 blocks Nonh or 
Hardees. 011 Street Parldng avail· 
able. Reasonable utilltles. Ask 
about 8% renl discount Phone 
345·7225. 
5/5 
~FU~R=:N~I~S~H=Eo~.~S~P.~A-=C~IO::-:U~S""'4778E~ 
ROOt.$, 2' BATH. 1300 SQUARE 
liEET apanment Available sum· 
mar or Fall of 1997. 6 blocks 
Nontr of HardeiJS. OH street 
Park.ing ailaltable. J:ieasona.ble 
uillities. A.sk about 8% rent dis· 
count Phone-345-9631. 
For Rent 
---------
• AVAILAB,LE FdA 9-7·96:2 
Bedroom, -1.5 bath furnished 
apartments on t 2 month leases. 
2·4 pe'rson6. t0'17 woodlawn. 
Trash palclllree, laundry. No pets 
Call fqr appoll1tment34S. n46. I SIS 
3 & .! BEDR(X)M HOUSES AND 
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
lor rent tO & 12 moorn leases_ No 
pets. trash furnished 345·4602. 
1/31 
E=X~C~E~LL~E~N~T~~F~U~R~N7.1~SH'ED 
HOUSE FOR 6.7 OR 8 PER-
SONS, One block: North ol 
O'Brien Field. 2 story with base· 
ment, wuher and dryer Included. 
Call any time. Ieaiie message 
345·2029. ... 
SIS 
O~O~R~M~S~IZ~E~D~R~E~F~R~tG==ERA-
TOAS:CARL 't'LE RENTALS. 348-
n48. 
SIS 
A~E~FR~IG~E""'R~A~T~O~~:::--~P~R~ICES 
SLASHED! Unlvarally Unloll 
Aalrig. Renlal spaclai·Sprinp 
For Rent _ __,; __ 
8 BEDROOM HOUSE 1409 9tn, 
Newly r emodele-d , Hardwood 
floor. Ne~ k.itchentbalh: $200fpel'· 
son 1- uiJirttes, No pels. Must see 
708· 386·3:2.40 leave message. 
2/12 A-00--,--M~S""'F:-:O""R""'R"'E"'N·::~=-=,.w..,..,--ome--Jo only 
Intercession, Summer, 1997·1996 
som. Large house tully t'umtshed. 
1 block from unlon. Central A/C. 
S220/mo utilit ies Included, Pat 
Novak (630) 789-3772. 
2/17 
4--:Bo-:E""'O""'R:::-0=07M-:-, -:-H-:0:-:U-:-S-:E;:---;· 1606 
ttTH, 319 Madison, 1·3 ~room 
Apt. 415 Hamson 348-5032 
2112 
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM 
APTS. Remodeled. t block north 
Dominos, 12 mo.lea&e. Call 348-
8792 
2{] 
-:-4 -=B=.Eo=R~OOM=:-:-:-H:-;;;OU~~S-;::-E.-:l-::OO=KI!:-:':NG 
~~~~~~~~~-~ 
ONE. BEDROOM .-.PTS. All, utili· • 
Roommates 
semester lor $20. You pick up. 
Can 3616. 
FOA 5 student& 12 month lease-
available 6-1-97. II you're looidng 
fOI' a pany place· go eome place 
olu. 2.. bedr,oom, 4 people 
$135.00 :::-er month. per parson. 
12 month lease, S bedruom 4 
P4tQPle, 12 month lease. Ronnie 
Lanman 348--%17 or 345-5148 
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
FALL 97 TO SPRING 98. 
Apal'lmeo1 cloee 10 ~. C8l 
~103. 
1~1 
M--AL...,E=---R-=-o-=-o-M_M_A-=Te=-s~N.c::E-=eo· E 0 
TO FINO APT. for Fall 97-$pnng 
98. SEJnoue student. Call 348· 
7580 
213 
G=--u.,.Y:--N-::E""'E=co,_s=---=R-::0-:0""'M,.,.,.,M""A-:::T E S 
NOW UNTIL MAY 97. 3 bdrm 
~- $150 mo. ean Landlord 0 
342·3475. 
-----------------·~ 
Sublessors 
TWO SUBLESSORS:Detuxe fur-
no\ure. apanment close to cam· 
pus. Rent negotiable. low u11hbes. 
348-{)979 
ties (exae!)'l phon~ & cable) 
• included. lfnfurnished. 11 112 mo. 
lease. off slreet·parklng. NO 
PETS! NO PARTIE-S! Oolel peo-
ple onty~ One pers.on: $385.00 
Two peopl'e,; $200 per perso:.. 
34H759. 
'§,ti 
-1 • ..,2-.ANc-:-:-0:::-::3-:8::-:E=.o<--=R~OOM=-=~AP=-AJrr:. 
MENTS ,c;loal! lo. c;ampue. Call 
Oldtowoe. ~. 
3115 L-1-N-:C-:0:-L.,-N-:-W-:c-O=o""o~p""I-:-N"'E=r'RE E 
Furnished apartments. patiOs. 
balconies, air, pool, Jun<Jec:k. 
dose to campus, 2.4-hoor malnt& .. 
narioe appointment 34&&)00. 
!WS ~LA~R~G~~E-1~B~E~O~R~O-=O:-:-M~ • ....,.A~P7AR;T· 
MENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher. 
Garbage disposal Trash paid. 
Call 345·2363. 
!WS 
LA R-:::G:-::E:-::-2 -::B:-:::E:-::D~R:-::0:::-:0~M:-:--;T;;:O=w N • 
HOUSE FOR 2. 3. OR 4 PEO· 
PLE. Furnished. Dishwasher. 
=-:--:--=-=-=-==---==-=:--:-c:::::-1131 Garbage dtsposal. Trash paid. 
FEMALE TO SHARE ONE bed· Call 345·2363 Apartments avail· 
room apt Close lo campus. able. 
Water, garbage included. Cal SIS 
tandla<d 345-6000 . flOO!"'S EO~.aENT~w.O ... EN ~:~_,ercesslon, Su~r 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR Nffo. -(997.§9 semester. Large house 
ED. \.lose 10 campus. on 91t1 St. tully tumtshed. One block from 
Rent S168 .75 Low uti lities union, Central A/C S220f'month 
Please call345·1505. • uti lities Included Pat Novak 
1rJt t63C')7B9·3n2 
s"'u-,...B-L e--s=s..,.o-=R--:-N-=E-=E,...o-=ec:=o-F o A V3 
SUMMER- Stngle apartment AVAILABLE FOR 97·98.1 and 2 
near laundry room, 2 available 
cell345-3475 
"1rJ1 
s=--:u-=B-:-L-=Ec=Sc::S:-:0::-:A=--3=-=B=-e-d=-r-oo_m_ fur· 
n1shed apanment close to cam-
pus. Summer 97. 345-4781 
Bedroom , furn•shed and unlur-
n<shed apanments on 10 or 12 
month lease. 1·2 persons. 94 7 
4th Street Water/Trash paid. No 
pets. Call tor appointment 348· 
n46. 
216 3 -o-r-:-4-::S:-U,...B-:-L=Es~s~o--R:::-S~N-::Ec:=EoEo 515 B::cA;;:-1:-:::Tc::T:-:-A-:-:N""Y,--,R::ci:-::D""G:-:E:---:::T-::::O~WN · 
FOR SUMMER Very close to 
campus. Furntshed 3 bedroom, 
Call 345-9750. 
----------------~~4 
HOUSE FOR RENT. $780 a 
month. females only. 4 people. 
fall 1997 Call collect 1630)372· 
8282. 
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1131 S::-:E=-:(=TS::-:1:-:-N."'"G=ER~A-=PA~R==m=· c::EN=Ts. 1 
Block East Old Main. 1·2 
• Bedroom Apanmant Fall '97, 
Sprtng '98. Completely 
Fumlahed. 9 month individual 
Jeeee. c.ll345--7136. 
SIS, 
A-:-P~A""_R"'T~M-,E~N""T=cS::--F=cO""· R=--=R=E NT· 
Security depotit requlr.ad, ,..o 
peta~ ~8·069Q alter 5 p.m. or 
leawmesaage. 
--------------~2$ 
1131 
2::-"'"ae=.o::-:A::-:00::-:. :-:-M7 .7AP=. T::-:s=-, 7for--:-2.-=3 girts 
at Campus Square .\partment,. 
Caii345-St00 ber-n 3-9 p.m'. 
2/10 F""o-=-=A...,L""'E=-A""s""'e~:...,7=-1"'0,...B""u-c_,h_a...,nan 3 
BOA, 1 beth. 10 monih lease. 
346-8547 
________ 1fl1 . 
camgusclips 
KAPPA ALPHA PSJ will be' having a Formal lnformalional ttlis 
Sunday 0 7p.m. tn me Afro American Cultural Center, All interested 
please attend. 
AFRICAN AMEFIICAN HERITAGE COM-.ITTEE National Afncan 
AmenC8/I Read·ln Monday. February 3 lrom 6·8 p.m. tn the Elfmgllam 
Aoom-MLK Union. Everyono Is welcome to pantc:lpate, 
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir Renearsal tont~'ht at 6 
p.m. sharp in 013 Ftna A!1S Building 
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL BGC commollee heads your meetings 
must ta)(e pl/ce the week of February 3rd. • 
BGC Attention an PUbftc: Relation comminee tor BGC contact Ralph 
Gardner at 6151 , 
BLACK GREEK COUNCI.L There •s a mandatory pl&etico lor all stu-
d~r,t Pllf1lc!qant,s or1,tl:)p JiGC ~ludentiTeacher B,·b~ll tou~eot_ Syndayl"eMJary lfil ' j p ,m tr Lintz ~m 
BLACk GREEK COUKCil. Ceci Brmker. Mona Davenport. Dr. Coker 
aM more, versus Black Greek Council In 1st Stu-dent/Teacher 
Basketball Tourney in McAffee Gymnasium Sunday, February 2 at 7 
p,m 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass Will be held on Sunday at 11 • 
a,m and 9 p.m. tnlhe COleman Auditorium 
NEWMAN CATHOUC CENTER Opeo Forum today at 4 p.m. Come 
talk about issues or the church 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are f\Jn tree ot cllargc ONE DAY ONLY tor 
any rum:1llillil camous orgaojzaJtonal event, All Ctop-s shOuld be subm1t1ed to 
Tne Oalfy Eastern News oHlce by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BIOFORE 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an e11ent scheduled tor Thwsday should be 
submoned as a Campus Chp by NOON Wednesday. (TilUrMay Is deadline 
lor F(oday, Saturday or Sunday events. ) Clips !>ubmonoo AFTER DEADUNE 
WILL NOT be published, No dips w•ll be takell by phone,' Any Clip mat os 
illegoble or contslns contloctong informahon WILL NOT BE RUN Chps may be 
od1ted lor avaolable space 
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APTS. FOR RE.NT. 
CHARLESTON ball value. 2 
bdrm, furnlahed 11p11. Close to 
campue. S250 Ndl tor two. $200 
each for three. Include water 
oaro.ge 10 mo . ...... .C.U 34 
0288 
~~~~~~~~~1131 FEMALE TO SHARE NEW 2 
BEDROOM APAR'NENT localad 
on the square. $225 per month, 
water and lr .. h pick-up fur· 
l'liShed.~10. 
~~~~~~-~~--~ 
4 BEDROOM HOME with washer 
and dryer. 4 girts Call345-9670. 
1131 
:-1 =a=ED::::R:::-OOM=~A;-;P::-::A:-::R:::T~M:-::E""Nc;;;-T FOR 
2 PEOPLE AND 1 EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENT one blo.."k noM ol 
campus for 97-98 school year 
Calt'348-0394 
2/4 \ 
For Sale 
1991 RED CHEVY BERETTA GT. 
Great Condition. low miles. great 
tn snow. S6500 o.b.o. 348.0273 
2/1 se=ER=-=s::-:tGN:-::-:s=--.--;:s::::E~GA:-:-. -.lld---'7'"-=Sega 
games. Cheap Call Todd 3~5-
6692 
1131 . e--u..,s=-tN~E=-s""'s~M,_AJdRS"='::="-M'""G"""T. 2750 
and 3010 Typed lecture notes 
trom A siUdent $20.00. 581-2631 · 
,~, 
-1 9""'9'""'3--=E""'A-:::G::-L-:::E:--::T,.-A.,...L""O-N-. - B I u e 
Green. Runs axoellent. new tires 
Very dependable. $7500 345-
7966 
2fl 
s-=e-=1 z=-=e=-=D~C~A-=R:-::S,...---:-Ir_o_m s=-1 7 s. 
Porschas, Cadillac.. Chevy's . 
BMW's. Corvettes Also Jaepa. 
4WD's Your Area Toll Free 1-
800·218-9000 Ext A-2262 lor 
current listings 
~~:---=~~~~~~~1~1 SMITH CORONA WORD PRO· 
CESSOR. MONITOR $150 . ~5-
5354. Aak lor Matt. 
2/4 1~9~9~6~G:-::T~T~IM~B="'E=-R~LI-N~E~F·OR 
SPECTACULAR C D. 
BLOWOUT. 2 DAYS ONLY. FRI· 
DAY AND SATURDAY. DESPER· 
ADOS C.D. EXCHANGE. 1414 
6th STREET. ALL DOUBLES 
AND OVERSTOCK C.D.A ONLY 
$3 ee. 100'1 of lilies to choose 
from Soeda.llzlng In used C.D'a 
and now carrying new C D 's 
PHISH. THE WALLFLOWERS. 
THE CARDIGANS. FIONA 
APPLE , BIORK, JAMIROOUAI 
345-2115 H111. Mon-Sat 11 am -
9 p.m Sun 11 a.m - 6 p.m. Now 
accepttng all maJor credi1 cards. 
;:;-;-:;:-.-;-;:-:-:::-:-:-:::--==~=--1/:l1 CLEVELAND STEAMER WITH 
SPECIAL GUESTs~ DARK EDEN 
FRID,<\Y JANUARY 31 AT TED'S 
• 1131 
4 TICK;:;;ET= s:-:T;::;O::-.;;-SAl-:-:-::T:-:LAK--:-:cc::-E Tnp 
Feb 11 -16 Cheap reasonable 
Oller excepled CaD 258-8990 
--- _____ 2fl 
ATIENTION All STUDENTS!!' 
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE FROM SPON· 
SORSI'I NO REPAYMENTS. 
EVER!ll SSSCASH FOR COL· 
LEGE$$$ FOR INFO. 1-800· 
243-2435, 
-==-=~~~~~~~~8 
ATTENTION GIRLS ERIC'S 
MENSWEAR hat what men want · 
for Valentmes· SILK BOXERS 
15'11. OFF. Located ne:tt to Juctvs 
Hallmark. 
2/4 W'~EL~COt.A=::::e-:KOM-=:--:::E~NCAA=:-:-:Fl=NAL 
FOUR BASKETBALL TEAMS 
AND COACHES. Where the 
whole marchtng bano;l played- stu-
dents came an hour early lor 
seats- and the Greeks actually 
hung their banne,. at ihe games· 
come join us SaiUrday· bring your 
Instruments. banners and rowdy 
aMude- La!'t pac:k Lantz agamt 
Personals 
_________________ 1131 
TO THE LADIES OF ALPHA 
GAMMA DELTA: Good luck with 
elechons. Lei's keep our house 
strong! 
-- 1131 
AARON ANDERSON:You are our 
SALE E•. condition with LXV 
brakes. Coda bar ends and U· 
lock. S4SG'090. Call Eldel' Alred 
348-7964 t ) !IP•t'meot swe~tthean t 
_________ 'ff'!l? ' ' tl'e'mamber -il's apartment 14 
Announcements 
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID-
Student Ftnanclal Services has 
onlormatlon on 3.400+ public & 
pnvata see1or lundlng soorces A 
MUST FOR ANYONE SEEt<tNG 
FINANCIAL AIDI For lnfonNIIIon: 
I -800-26:)-&tgs elfl F57388. 
when you make your delivery. 
1/31 
M:-::-:-IK:-::E""'BOHAN="'"-,-,-:-::E:::-:K-:0::-::F:-S::-:1-=G""'MA~ PHI 
EPSILON:Thank you tor batng 
our Sigma Man Love The Ladte& 
otTn-Sigma 
1131 
N--:1 c=-o=-L'""'E=-N- E"'"W--M:-A-N.,.-_ -:0:-F.,.--T A I-
SIGMA Congratulahons on betng 
lallallered to BRIAN PHILLIPS 
OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON MSU. 
- 2fl 1131 M:-::-:-IK:-::Ec-:BUTT~=ER8A-=_-::-:-C:::-:H--:-;:0:-::F~u.MB-
.... 
MAKE UP TO $2000 IN ONE 
WEEK Mo!Mied student organt-
UIIOnt ( IOroritlea, fralamillas act) 
needed for markatlng project. 
Cal LatTy at 1-800-357·9009. 
==~~~~~--~__v1o 
REFRIGERATOR PRICES 
SLASHED! University Union 
Refrrg. ~ental IIPaclai-Sp_riog 
semester tor $20. You pick up, 
Ca.ll3616. 
1fJ1 
E;:-:R;:;;I:;;C:;-;:'S::-M:-:-:EN:-:-S:.W~EA7R=.-::eome~- ... 
ua ~ -,our tnter.iewe. CatMf 
day Ia February 8 . AlL SUITS 
AND SPOATSCOATS 15~ OFF. 
34NOOO. 
------------------~~ 
official 
DA CHI AlPHA:The l.adtes of Tn-
Sigma are honored to have you 
as our 1997 Sigma Man! 
-~-~-=--=-~---1131 
MARK ALC-.zAR:Congrats on 
~ng a pledge in Delta Tau 
Delta. You're going to do great. 
~~.A/rrl. . 
1131 SIG=-::E::-::P:-:::S-::Ge::--t -ready--,--:tor:--•:-o""':',ctclc:* • 
club tonight. SH you at Teds! 
loYe The Alphas. 
1131 
H~EY-=S~t-=G-:K~A~P:::-:S~:-=I~t''""'s-a71m--ost 4 
o'clock! Love, The Men of 
t...rmda Chi~-_________________ ,~, 
notices 
c-.. ........ peld IDrby .. <a. ollkMrtity ~ 
~CCII:Iii'NIG ,__IIINSbe dNclld tD h .... 
HAPPY 15th ANNIVERSARY 
AlPHA SIGMA TAU! 
1131 H~~E~-A~~T~-H~~E R 
LYCAN:Cong.-.tulationt on gel· 
ling lavallerad. We are ao 
JAZZED for you! Sig t<ap Lo~~e, 
Your Roomies. 
________________ 1~t 
Doonesbury 
Doonesbury 
THE MEN OF DELTA CHI WOUld 
like to thenk LiN Oebarg for all 
her eupport u awaethaart 1811 
~ 
1m f'Pio~MmE .... N""'Of'.,....,o.ae""C"'Tra-A•c'"'A"'I~would 
like to~ Jan t<Uf1h of 
Alpha Phi on becoming aweet-
healt for IN 97'·98 ye&f 
__________________ 1131 
)\ 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
IIA~NIIPA~PAMP, 
PMK PtAU 10 scup, 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
STACY KALFUS OF DELTA 
SIGMA PI· Congrata on making 
the Dean·• Uat. Love, your btg 
brol 
-----------------·~1 
SIGMA CHI'S· Bust out ,our 
beD lor u.rdl Gnu The ..... 
of AlpN GamrN Delta .,.. ..-dy 
for a greetluncaonl 
------------------~' 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
,.• 
BY MIKE PETERS 
~y MIKE PETERS 
.. 
W.HE 
EWS 
.. 
- -~ 
... 
friday.l.3!.1997 
I • 
.. 
urptw's Metro. shoWs r ·--~-- -.---
no new· p10t, sCreenplay i · 
. • kaiftl pwta 
' Sta« writer · 
By dle e~~d of chis past summer. Eddie 
Murphy seemed to be slttln& on top of the 
world. Backed by the success of his 
· remake of Jerry lewis' "Nutty Professor," 
/ Murphy t\alted an almost endless run of 
film ftops. HoweYer, the new year doesn't 
, · seem to be so kind as his ljtest project 
"MetrO" falls short of greatness. 
to be a hard-us cop. which actually cre-
ates some unplanned humor. The uuty 
funny pans Qll durin~ the I"'ff*'dc scenes 
where he seems more relu.ed and at 
home. 
Murphy Is joined by Michael lbppaport 
(True Romance, Beautiful Girls). He plays 
an uptight rookie who's · eventually sup-
posed to replace Murphy's char.~cter. He 
just drags [,tlis movie even further into the 
abyss. . .,. . 
I .· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·. 
. . 
exCiting 
"Metro," mayt?e better titled "Bev&rly 
Hills Cop IY,'' returns Murphy to the role 
of crime fighter. this tim;i? ~n fr.~ncisco. 
Murphy plays the city's top negotia~or of 
hostage situat ions. And just ltke the 
" Beverty Hills Cop" series. Murphy is 
caught up in solving the death of a friend. 
In ad<_Ytion. he tries to rekindle a romance 
with an English-accented beauty. · 
From che start. "Metro" just doesn 't 
seem like the role for Murphy. The one-
time comedy king almost seems to force 
humor upon his audience. ThroughoJt the 
movie you're waiting for Murphy to say 
something humorous. and when he even-
tually says something that's intended to be 
funny, it still isn't. 
Don't get me wrong though, Metro Is an 
action film. And 98 percent of all actJon 
films have at least one good action scene. 
For MetrO, it's a big car/trolley chase down 
the streets of San Fr.~nclsco that beats any 
Rice-A-Roni promo. : 
If you've seen the "Metro" ads, yoy've 
seen the chase I'm referring to. In hlct, 
you've pretty much seen the whole movie. 
Save yourself $S and watcn the preview on 
television. 
: to write 
, 
• 
"Metro" • 
Car.~van and Touchstone Productions 
** 112 
I 
I .r 
L--
v . 1 w 
Murphy defiantly over.~cu in his attempt 
When We Say We 'Ad 
Match Competitors Ads 
WE DQ IT!I 
WE RESERVE THE 
RIGHT TO LIMIT 
QUANTITIES 
Thriftee 
Sliced Bacon 
ACCEPTED 
SAME LOW PRICES 
at BOTH LOCATIONS! 
Westside Super Saver 
505 W. lincoln - Charleston 
Eastside Su er Saver 
960 18th St. - Charleston 
Look for these tags on our shelves to identify . 
the Low Price Brands, similar to those · · 
offered in small limited assortment stores. 
PICANTE SA 
111111111 1111 111 
Prult Mix, 16 OZ •• • • ••••••• , • -6QC 
Natural Apple Juice, 64 oz . ..• s 1 .49 
Orange Slices candy. 16 oz .. • .. 79c 
Mexican Chlli Beans. 1 5 oz .•. .• 29<: 
Mac-N-cheese Dinner ••••..... ·25( 
Scalloped Potaroes, 5 oz • · •.... • • 69<:, 
everfresh Frozen vegetables 160Z.79C 
cream Cheese, 8 oz •• • .. • ••••. ?Qc 
F R UIT. J UIOM. AND CANQX 
Fruit Cocktail ln HIS, 16 oz ••••. 69C 
Pink Grapefruit Juice, 46 oz .... o98C 
Giant Jellies candy, 16 oz . ~ . . . . 79C 
BIANS. POTATOM. AND DINNBU 
Prunes, 12 oz • • • • • • • • • • • • • • s 1.29 
SUced Peaches . . . . . . • • . • . • • • .SDG 
MJcrowave Popcorn. 3 pk .. . ••. .soc 
Pork-N-Beans. 16 oz .......... ~ Beef Stew, 24 oz • .• . . ....•• .s 1 .39 
Skillet Dinners, 7 oz . • • • • . • • . • • Au Gratin Potatoes, s oz . . . . . . • 69C 
Ramen oodles, 6 pk .••••• ••• .ooc Breast-0-Chlcken 1\.lna. 6 oz •... ~ 
PBOZNf ITBMS .· • 
Pro zen concentrate Grape or Orange Juic{', 1 2 or . • •.•.....•••.••••. 79c 
. DAIRY ITBMS 
Dutcb1Parina Shredded Mm.z1li'ella Cheese, 2 Ul •••••••••••••• : • , • · •• 85.~9 
• 
